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Abstract 

 

Resource management in distributed environments, such as Cloud virtualized networks, 
remains one of main concerns of infrastructure providers. Despite the many advantages of 
centralized solutions, such as the facility of implementation and management, many 
weaknesses arise, such as the lack of scalability and the difficulty in dealing with dynamic 
situations speedily. Consequently, one must seriously consider the use of distributed and 
autonomic solutions. Their main asset lies in the fact that, by using simple sets of rules, 
each node can independently act and react according to scenario’s changes without the 
knowledge of the whole system status. By using role concepts, we can define different types 
of behaviors with a high abstraction level; and based on environment changes, nodes can 
decide to change attributed roles or embrace new ones. Works in Literature focused on 
solutions for managing resources with particular optimization objectives, and specific 
constraints, such as the need of an external and centralized manager, and the definition of 
static activities or functions for nodes. Unlike these, the main objective of this Thesis is to 
describe a role-based autonomic framework for resource management in distributed 
environments, called Role-Based Self-Appointment (RBSA). In RBSA, nodes interact with 
their neighbors to exchange information, and decide by themselves which role they should 
perform. We demonstrate RBSA applicability by describing two relevant application 
scenarios: network optimization in live streaming over D-Clouds, and autonomic caching 
management in Content Delivery Networks.  

 

 

Keywords: resource management. autonomic behavior. roles. self-appointment. 



 
 

 

Resumo 

 

O gerenciamento de recursos em ambientes distribuídos, como a rede virtualizada das 
Nuvens, é uma das principais tarefas dos provedores de infraestrutura. Apesar das diversas 
vantagens das soluções centralizadas, como a facilidade de implementação e do 
gerenciamento, também existem deficiências, como falta de escalabilidade e dificuldade de 
gerenciar eventos dinâmicos com rapidez, fazendo necessário levar em consideração o uso 
de soluções distribuídas e autonômicas. A maior contribuição desse tipo de sistema é que, 
com um conjunto de regras simples, cada elemento pode atuar e reagir independentemente 
de acordo com as mudanças do cenário sem o conhecimento do estado global do sistema. 
Adicionando os conceitos de papéis, pode-se definir diferentes tipos de comportamento 
com um alto nível de abstração; e baseado nas mudanças do ambiente, os elementos podem 
trocar seus papéis. Os trabalhos atuais da Literatura têm focado em soluções para 
gerenciamento de recursos com objetivos específicos, ou com restrições específicas, como a 
necessidade de um gerenciador externo e central, ou definição de papéis estáticos. O 
principal objetivo desta Tese é descrever um framework para gerenciamento autonômico 
de recursos em ambientes distribuídos, denominado Role-Based Self-Appointment (RBSA). 
Usando o RBSA, os elementos interagem com seus vizinhos para trocar informações, e 
decidem que papel eles devem executar naquele momento. Para demostrar a aplicabilidade 
do RBSA, dois cenários de aplicação relevantes são descritos e avaliados: otimização de 
rede utilizando aplicação de live streaming em D-Clouds, e gerenciamento autonômico de 
cache em Content Delivery Networks. 

 

 

Palavras-chave: gerenciamento de recursos. comportamento autonômico. papéis. auto-
nomeação. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 

One of the factors resulting from the emergence of applications with different and complex 
requirements is the increasing complexity of computing systems and the large scale networks 
needed to host and to offer them to the final users. Nowadays, many of these applications are often 
provided over a physical infrastructure composed of many computational and network resources, 
such as Cloud Computing infrastructures. Commonly, we use virtualization techniques to provide 
the means to access flexible, reliable, and manageable computing resources (WENG and BAUER, 
2010). Dynamic decisions such as virtual machine (VM) migrations, virtual link replacements, 
and/or network element reconfigurations could be considered necessary during the application 
lifetime in order to achieve optimization objectives, such as load balancing or server consolidation 
(CHARALAMBIDES et al., 2011). In this Doctoral Thesis, we name the system responsible for 
managing resources as the Resource Management System (RMS). 

Dynamic decision taking is one of most important tasks of RMSs. The RMS has been often 
embodied by a central manager responsible for controlling each of the physical and virtual 
resources within the physical infrastructure. Researchers Chandra and Weissman (2009), 
Gonçalves et al. (2012), Gibb et al. (2012), and OpenNebula (2010) describe examples of open and 
centralized RMS developed by academia for such configurations. To reach a decision, a central 
manager communicates with nodes to obtain their current status and then determines what is 
necessary to do to achieve the system optimization goal. Considerable “intelligence” is built-in in 
the central manager, while enforcement tasks are pushed out towards the nodes. This characteristic 
is advantageous when we need to update existing rules, goals or policies, or add new ones, since we 
just need to report it to the central manager entity. In addition, since the knowledge about the 
global status of the system is available, one may achieve optimal (or quasi optimal) solutions. 
However, such centralization often suffers from traditional problems, such as server bottleneck, 
presence of a single point of failure, and lack of scalability. In dynamic scenarios, a centralized 
manager would be inefficient (ABDELJAOUAD and KARMOUCH, 2012), and during extreme load 
and peak situations (such as flash crowd events), it may become overwhelmed by the demands and 
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risks failing to take timely appropriate decisions. Furthermore, determining a solution to the 
optimization problem can be expensive to compute, due to the large amount of available 
information from users and servers (ABDELJAOUAD and KARMOUCH, 2012). Acknowledging the 
expected considerable infrastructure size and complexity of Distributed Clouds, their designs 
require scalable and autonomic solutions for managing their network and processing resources 
((TUTSCHKU et al., 2008), (BUYYA et al., 2012), and (PAUL et al., 2011)). 

Autonomic Computing can treat such problems as the above cited by “imploding it” and 
forcing all managed elements to continuously watch their state and adapt their behavior according 
to environment changes (making them self-managing1). As a result, Autonomic Computing can turn 
RMS robust by distributing the management overhead and increasing the management 
performance (AL-SHISHTAWY et al., 2009). However, the right specification and development of 
autonomic mechanisms for distributed scenarios remains an extremely challenging task 
((ABDELJAOUAD and KARMOUCH, 2012), (KEPHART, 2005), (SYNDER and VALETTO, 2012), and 
(BUYYA et al., 2012)).  Beyond this, most of studies in the literature focuses on solutions for 
managing resources with particular optimization objectives, or have specific constraints, 
nonetheless some overall guidelines are being setup due to the emergence of many efforts. 

Considering these research challenges, the main objective of this Doctoral Thesis is to apply 
the role concept for autonomic RMSs, called Role-Based Self-Appointment (RBSA). The main idea 
behind RBSA is to define the architectural components of autonomic nodes and show that these are 
capable of managing resources using self-appointing roles. We understand that considering a 
generic approach, one has to deal with the trade-off between generality and precision; therefore, 
some practical proofs of concept designs are presented in order to show how RBSA can be tailored 
to support different applications scenarios. 

1.1 Motivations 
The RMS should deal with decision and management problems, such as resource reallocation, 
information updating, and resource usage optimization. Some of these problems instances can be 
reduced to an NP-hard problem (such as virtual networks reallocation ((GONÇALVES et al., 2012b), 
and (MOSHARAF, 2010))) and then they become sufficiently complex and can oftentimes be 
difficult to treat and solve in an acceptable amount of time. Moreover, when we are dealing with 
distributed systems, detecting or adapting the entire system in unpredictable scenarios becomes a 

                                                 
1 According to 0, self-management (self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing, and self-protecting) is 
achieved through autonomic managers. In this way, we use both terms - self-management and autonomic 
management - as synonymous in this Thesis. 
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more labored task since there are many resources to be monitored and, therefore, heavy load peak 
situations may not be flagged and treated in time.  

Authors Synder and Valetto (2012) say that “in the face of huge numbers of components with 

heterogeneous properties and ownership, high levels of dynamism, and indistinct system boundaries, 

centralized command and control approaches to autonomic problems (such as self-configuration, self-

optimization, and self-diagnosis) become impractical”. In others words, the task of taking dynamic 
decisions in a complex and large system is hard to be controlled manually and in a centralized way. 
Hence, it is necessary to seek more practical alternatives.  

For instance, the Internet has scaled extremely well as currently shown by its infrastructure 
composed of millions of nodes geographically distributed across the world. However, due to the 
network size and the management complexity, Paul et al. (2011) believe that the Future Internet, 
a.k.a. the Internet of Things requires an autonomic network design framework and isolating 
management functions in a separate control plane. This autonomic design should ensure flexibility 
and adaptability in order to avoid the “ossification problem” of the current Internet. Beyond size 
and complexity, Tutschku et al. (2008) say that the fast responses on failures and the reduction 

to operational costs also led to the need for autonomic mechanisms for resource network 
management in the Future Internet. 

According to Buyya et al. (2012), the management of this complex scenario “needs to be 

automated and integrated with intelligent strategies for dynamic provisioning of resources in an 

autonomic manner”. To ratify this assertion, the same authors say that “autonomic management is 

a desired feature for any large scale distributed system and even more important in dynamic 

infrastructures such as Clouds”. Clouds represent another good example since their infrastructures 
are composed of many data centers geographically distributed that deliver a complex and 
heterogeneous distributed system consisting of thousands of servers ((WENG and BAUER, 2010), 
and (BUYYA et al., 2012)). One is inclined to confirm that autonomic mechanisms present good 
solutions due to their distributed design, scalability, robustness, and ability to self-adapt to system 
disruptions in unpredictable ways ((SYNDER and VALETTO, 2012) and  
(HARIRI, 2004)).  

Thaddeus et al. (2012) present a review and an analysis about how academic and industrial 
communities have been exploring Autonomic Computing in the last decade (2004 - 2011). 
According to their analysis, the main application domain of interest to the community is that of a 
data center. The authors affirm this interest stems from the data center complexity: “Autonomic 

Computing arose because of the need for automatic management of such complexity and successful 

autonomic techniques in this domain translate into significant financial reward for the owners and 
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users of such systems. This high complexity is also attractive to academic researchers as it provides a 

rich domain in which to evaluate a wide range of techniques, tools and frameworks for Autonomic 

Computing”.  

Despite autonomic solutions presenting many advantages for resources management in 
dynamic and distributed environments, to integrate the different software, hardware and 
communication technologies in a suitable manner favorable to achieving the desired self-
management properties is not a trivial task ((ABDELJAOUAD and KARMOUCH, 2012), (KEPHART, 
2005), (SYNDER and VALETTO, 2012), and (BUYYA et al., 2012)). Some works proposed role-based 
management ((JACYNO et al., 2013) and (CHARALAMBIDES et al., 2011)); however additional open 
challenges still remain, including for instance the current static mapping between roles and nodes, 
the communication model, and the need for an external and central manager. We can define our 
main problem in this following question: “How to deal with distributed systems in an autonomic way 

in order to manage resources and take decision?”. 

Therefore, acknowledging the complexity of managing resources and the challenges faced for 
developing and deploying robust and efficient autonomic solutions, this Thesis contributes with a 
new framework based on roles to manage resources in scenarios composed of multi-task nodes 
(i.e., nodes able to perform different roles). We solve the mapping between nodes and roles without 
a centralized manager by using a self-appointment framework based on a simple communication 
protocol, named Management and Communication Protocol (MCP).  

To summarize, the following research hypothesis have been investigated in this Thesis: 

• How can Autonomic Computing help to manage resources in complex scenarios? To 
reply to this question, a state-of-the-art is provided in order to identify works focused on 
autonomic management and how they use Autonomic Computing and roles to deal with 
management issues; 

• How to design autonomic nodes in order to achieve a common goal? A self-
appointment based on roles is proposed in order to design an autonomic node behavior; 
the framework is composed of activities control loop description, communication 
protocol definition, and repositories; 

• How should autonomic nodes communicate to ensure that a common goal over the 

entire system emerges? This question will be answered by proposing a communication 
protocol. This protocol defines a generic message used by nodes to exchange information 
with their neighbors. Here, the main idea is to propose a protocol  that is not specific to a 
given service, but can be easily encapsulate information about any service by just 
indicating different parameters 
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• What is the impact of taking decisions in an autonomic way? Evaluations will be done 
in order to analyze the impact from taking decisions autonomously under several aspects, 
such as topology, resource usage optimization, and message cost. 

• How effective an autonomic solution can be? Even the centralized solutions can 
achieve the optimum, sometimes it can take a long time. Autonomic solutions should be 
more effective when compared in dynamic and large scenarios since decision can be done 
in a distributed way without the global knowledge about the system. We will make 
simulations and prototype in order to analyze the effectiveness of our framework 
comparing it to existing solution. 

1.2 Objectives 
Considering the motivations described, the main objective of this Thesis is to propose a generic 
role-based self-appointment framework, called Role-Based Self-Appointment (RBSA), in order to 
turn nodes able to take resource management decisions in distributed scenarios autonomously. In 
order to validate the solution, two case studies are presented and analised through simulations. The 
specific goals of this Doctoral Thesis are: 

• Define a communication protocol to allow information exchange between neighbors; 
• Instantiate the RBSA framework in different application scenarios; 
• Perform the concept proof of the RBSA framework by simulating it in relevant application 

scenarios; and 
• Analyze the performance of the RBSA framework in relevant application scenarios. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis  
This Doctoral Thesis identifies the challenges involved in the resource management on autonomic 
and distributed scenarios and presents a framework for self-appointment and applies it to specific 
and different application scenarios. The remainder of this document is organized as follows: 

 Chapter 2 describes the state-of-the-art and some basic concepts about RMS, Autonomic 
Computing and roles that will be useful for the understanding of the goals of this Thesis. 

 Chapter 3 presents and describes the framework to create strategies to autonomously 
manage resources in distributed networked scenarios. The framework is called Role-Based Self-
Appointment (RBSA). 

 Chapter 4 shows one application scenario - live video streaming in Distributed Clouds - as a 
case study for RBSA validation, as well as the adaptations needed to apply RBSA. An improvement 
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for communication protocol is also proposed. Furthermore, simulations results, and a prototype 
implementation and results will be presented in this Chapter too. 

 Chapter 5 shows the second case study - caching in Content Delivery Network (CDN) - as well 
as the RBSA instantiation and results from simulations. Discussion about performance is also 
presented in this Chapter.  

 Chapter 6 describes the main contributions of this Thesis, and delineates the future works.  
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2 Autonomic Resource Management and 
Role-Based Systems  

 
 

Taking into consideration the objectives of the Thesis already described in Section 1.2, this Chapter 
presents the state-of-the-art and concepts needed for a better understanding of our research 
proposal and adopted solutions. 

This Chapter is divided into two main parts: one for describing RMS and another one for 
presenting role-based systems. For this, it is organized as follows: in Section 2.1, we introduce a 
description of RMSs; Section 2.2 describes role-based systems for resource management and 
reports the main works related to our main research problem; a discussion about strategies 
presented in this Chapter is delineated in Section 2.3; in Section 2.4, we discuss some research 
challenges about autonomic RMS; and finally, some considerations about this second Chapter are 
raised in Section 2.5. The results obtained from this Chapter were published in (ENDO et al. 2011a), 
(ENDO et al. 2011b), (ENDO et al. 2012), and (ENDO et al. 2013). 

2.1 Resource Management Systems (RMSs) 
A Resource Management System (RMS) consists in interleaved periods of monitoring and decision-
making while longing for the resource usage optimization. As part of the management, the RMS 
mainly has to deal with two main tasks: resource allocation and resource management. 
Regarding the initial resource allocation support, the RMS should analyze whether there are 
available resources to accommodate emerging new demand. For instance, virtual network 
allocation is concerned in the context of virtual nodes (commonly, virtual machines with processing 
constraints, such as CPU, memory, and storage) and virtual links (with network constraints, such as 
bandwidth, delay, and error rate) with their allocation and mapping over the actual physical 
infrastructure. Once an initial allocation is performed, the consumption of resources can 
dynamically increase (or decrease); RMS should deal with this dynamicity by accordingly taking 
suitable management decisions. 
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Centralized RMSs are well-known in the literature and are commonly deployed for their 
simplicity. In this paradigm, a unique and central manager knows about all resources and 
components in the system and is responsible for the allocation, decision-making and dissemination 
of decisions to the operational elements (Figure 1).  

An advantage is that the decisions are executed in a deterministic way and then the risks of 
conflicts or dissents propagation are low; the system behavior is hence more predictable. 
Moreover, centralized RMSs present a relative facility of management and deployment; and can 
offer optimal or near optimal solutions, since they benefit from a global system knowledge. 
However, the centralized approach also suffers from traditional weaknesses, such as a lack of 
scalability, server bottleneck, the presence of a single point of failure, and a tendency for exhibiting 
communication overhead especially near the management center. Abdeljaouad and Karmouch 
(2012) state that centralized solutions would be inefficient, due to the dynamicity of the network; 
and expensive to compute, due to the large number of users. 

  
Figure 1. Centralized management system 

A particular interesting technology characterized by the centralized management of network 
resources is the Software Defined Network (SDN). SDNs work with programmable routers and 
switches, and decouples the data and control planes, moving the last one to an external and 
centralized controller. Thereby, switches/routers maintain the high-performance frame/packet 
forwarding, while software running on a remote controller performs the dynamic control of 
policies. Currently, OpenFlow (OPENFLOW, 2013) is the main technology used by the academic 
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community that includes such features and enables the SDN usage in practice and we can cite NOX2 
and Beacon3 as main examples of OpenFlow controllers. For more details about SDN, please see 
(LARA et al., 2013).  

Works presented in (NURMI et al., 2009), (GIBB et al., 2012), and (OPENNEBULA, 2010) are 
examples of open and centralized RMS. Since centralized RMS solutions are not the focus of this 
Doctoral Thesis, for a more detailed description and examples of centralized RMS, please see 
(CORDEIRO et al., 2010) concerned with the application of open centralized RMS into Cloud 
Computing and (SHIMONISHI and ISHII, 2010) virtualized network management. 

Other way to manage resource is to organized managers the in a hierarchical way, naming it 
as hierarchical RMS. When compared with centralized, hierarchical solutions can address the 
scalability and fault-tolerance issues. However, Krauter et al. (2002) say that “one of the key issues 

with the hierarchical scheme is that it still does not provide site autonomy and multi-policy 

scheduling”.  The Eucalyptus is an open source private Cloud Software that uses a hierarchical 
model to manage resources in a Cloud infrastructure. 

Contrasting centralized and hierarchical RMSs, we have distributed RMSs, where many 
elements in the system share information for the decision-taking process and decision enforcement 
actions. By doing so, these elements gain more autonomy and active participation in the overall 
system. In this type of approach, no element has complete information about the whole system 
hence its decisions are taken based only on local or incomplete information. Distributed RMS 
minimizes some of the limitations and weaknesses caused by centralized approaches, such as fault-
tolerance and scalability.  

An extreme scenario is the one where the management function is present across all nodes, 
we say in this case that the system is fully-distributed in terms of decision making. This 
management style is then dubbed as being autonomic or self-managed. This kind of distributed 
RMS is at the heart of this work and will consequently be detailed in the next Sub-Section. 

2.1.1 Autonomic RMSs 
The distributed management of an element has now been taken to the next level, that of autonomic 
management. Autonomic (HUEBSCHER and MCCANN, 2008) is a term that comes from biology: the 
autonomic human nervous system takes care of unconscious bodily activities. Without the 
autonomic nervous systems, we would be constantly busy consciously adapting our body to its 
needs. Nature in general has for a long time puzzled us with its built-in capability to self-heal when 

                                                 
2 http://www.noxrepo.org/ 
3 https://openflow.stanford.edu/display/Beacon/Home 
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affected by a disease, to self-configure smaller elements to form more suitable setups, and to re-
shape its elements to avoid some threats.  

IBM was first to coin the Autonomic Computing term to describe a self-organizing4 or self-

managing system that attempts to intervene in computing systems in a similar fashion as its 
biological counterpart (HUEBSCHER and MCCANN, 2008) 0. IBM (2005) state that Autonomic 
Computing is “a computing environment with the ability to manage itself and dynamically adapt to 

change in accordance with policies and objectives”.  

Self-managing systems were delineated by IBM into four categories: self-configuring, self-
healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting (HUEBSCHER and MCCANN, 2008). The self-

configuring category allows the system to adapt its components dynamically according to 
changing environments. The self-healing allows the system to discover, diagnose and react to 
disruptions that can occur. The self-optimizing property allows the resources to monitor and tune 
themselves automatically. The self-protecting category is responsible for anticipating, detecting, 
identifying, and protect the system against threats.  

IBM also defined five levels of autonomic computing evolution: basic, managed, predictive, 
adaptive and autonomic. The basic level represents the starting point where each element of the 
system is managed independently by administrators who are responsible for setting it up, 
monitoring it, and enhancing it. At the managed level, administrators use systems management 
technologies to collect and synthesize information from the system. At the predictive level, the 
system is able to recognize patterns and suggest management decisions (such as hardware 
reconfiguration) to the administrator, as well as to predict optimal configurations. The adaptive 

level represents the point where the system, besides providing management suggestions, it is also 
able to automatically take actions based on the collected information from the system. The full 

autonomic level is reached when the system is governed by policies and objectives, and users 
interact with the system to monitor the processes, and/or modify the objectives. 

In an autonomic network, each node performs local algorithms without the cognition that it 
is part of a global task (Figure 2). Autonomic nodes somehow coordinate their small scale actions 
while leading to a global objective through limited interactions. The overall observed result is 
denominated emergence behavior.  

According to Dressler (2007), self-organization is a process in which a pattern at the global 
level of a system emerges solely from numerous interactions among the lower-level nodes of a 
system. In self-organized systems, nodes are loosely coupled to the point that one can say that the 
                                                 
4 Self-organizing system will also be used as synonymous of autonomic system in this Doctoral Thesis. 
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system has an unpredictable behavior. However, despite such unpredictability “some relative 

states are "preferable", in the sense that they will be reinforced or stabilized, while others are inhibited 

or eliminated” (DRESSLER and AKAN, 2010). 

 
Figure 2. Autonomic management system  

 

In order to achieve the emergence behavior, autonomic managers perform their activities 
based on a control loop (Figure 3 from IBM (2005)), called MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyze, Plan, 
Execute, and Knowledge), collecting information from the system and acting according to rules. 
Knowledge is not an activity in fact, but refers to the standard data formats used to store and share 
information among managers. According to IBM (2005), Knowledge includes topology information, 
logs, metrics, and policies. Furthermore, Knowledge can be used to extend the capabilities of a 
manager: an autonomic manager can gather knowledge from others knowledge sources, and add 
additional management rules (for instance, recognizing new triggers or applying new policies). 

 

Figure 3. MAPE-K control loop from IBM (2005) 

 

These four activities are described briefly as follow: 
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• Monitor activity: monitors and collects the relevant details of interest from the managed 
elements, such as topology information, and throughput. This activity monitors details 
until it detects a symptom that needs to be analyzed;  

• Analyze activity: analyses information provided by the monitor activity to determine if it 
is necessary to take some action. If some action is needed, it is passed to the plan activity;  

• Plan activity: creates a plan (or a sequence of actions) by structuring actions to achieve 
system goals. A plan can range from a single command to a complex workflow; 

• Execute activity: performs the actual actions, hence changing the behavior of the 
managed element.  

In a self-organized management paradigm, the execution of the decisions is evolutionary and 
the RMS can be more flexible in order to adapt itself to dynamic changes, making the management 
of the resources more robust; however, when we distribute responsibilities, the global 
management turns out to be more complex and difficult due to the lack of synchronization and 
coordination among the system elements.  

 Bio-inspired solutions often specify basic organisms that use a set of simple rules. The main 
idea is that, after several iterations, the rules applied by organisms lead to an emerging global 

behavior.  

 Zheng and Sicker (2013) present a taxonomy of bio-inspired algorithms for the future 
computer networking (Figure 4), classifying them into three major categories: a) internal 

biological scheme, in which different organisms cooperate to achieve different biological goals; b) 
homogeneous biological organisms, in which homogeneous and distributed organisms from the 
same colonies aim to produce an emergent pattern; and c) heterogeneous biological organisms, 
in which heterogeneous and distributed organisms from different colonies interact to maintain the 
dynamic balance between them. 

 Verma (2009) criticizes the use in this context of bio-inspired algorithms along with offering 
rigorous proofs, by stating that they do not give bounds on the runtime and/or approximation 
quality. Nonetheless, they acknowledge that these often can provide high performance results in 
experimental cases and that such algorithms can be applied without the need for considerable 
knowledge about the problem; This consequently enlarges their scope to cover more application 
scenarios through such black-box or grey-box analysis. . In summary, bio-inspired solutions can be 
treated as randomized algorithms or as stochastic search algorithms, since they make use of 
random decisions. 
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Figure 4. A taxonomy of bio-inspired algorithms for future computer networks (ZHENG and SICKER, 2013) 

 One solution using homogeneous biological organisms (according to taxonomy proposed by 
Zheng and Sicker (2013)) is the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) that has been applied to solve 
optimization problems (particularly graph ones). In a simple way, ACO algorithms are based on the 
behavior of the ant colony searching for the shortest path to source for food. Ants walk randomly 
on a graph and leave information on the path in the form of pheromone. 

 Csorba et al. (2010) investigate how virtual machine images can be mapped onto physical 
machines in a self-organizing way, by applying a variation of ACO called Cross-Entropy Ant System 
(CEAS) optimization.  Each service is composed of replicas of VMs, and has associated to it one ant 
specie that is responsible for finding its required resources; nodes are interconnected entities that 
reside in different clusters of the network. Here, the resource allocation problem is seen as the 
problematic to find suitable mappings between replicas and physical nodes. The overall goal is to 
minimize the cost of the function that evaluates the quality of a mapping. Even after a feasible 
mapping is found, the algorithm continues since a better mapping might still be found in the next 
search, and then a reconfiguration can be done. 

 In the work presented in Feller et al. (2011), the authors apply ACO to the multi-dimensional 
bin-packing problem (MDBP), in which the physical machines represent the bins and the workload 
represents the items to be packed. The goal of the algorithm is workload consolidation, i.e., the 
algorithm tries to place all workloads such that, the number of physical machines (or bins) used is 
minimized. The pheromone trail update is based on the max-min Ant System, in which only the ant 
with the best solution can deposit pheromone in the trail.  
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 A multi-objective ant colony for virtual machine allocation in Clouds is proposed in (GAO et 
al., 2013) with the goal to minimize total resource wastage and power consumption. Authors 
consider two constraints for allocation: CPU and memory. The pheromone is associated to the 
favorability of a node to host a virtual machine. 

 Caprarescu and Petcu (2009) also use ants’ analogy to propose an autonomic fault-tolerance 
system. All agents have access to the shared policy repository and self-organize according to the 
management policies. Agents collect data from the system and an election algorithm is used to 
choose only one agent to make changes in the environment and bring it to a desired state. The agent 
states are based on ant categories: searching, working, candidate and master.  

 Honey bees behave similar to ants when foraging for food: once they find a food source, they 
return to the hive and advise other bees by dancing. The dance display represents the finding 
quality. Authors in (BABU and KRISHNA, 2013) use this analogy and propose a load balancing in 
Clouds taking into account priorities of allocated tasks: briefly, an overloaded machine (like a bee 
without food) tries to schedule tasks to an under loaded one (like a foraging bee finding a new 
source). After, the overloaded virtual machine updates its availability (like a bee dancing when it 
comes back to the hive). Simulations showed good results without considerably increasing 
overhead. 

 Another interesting strategy based on internal biological schemes (according to Zheng and 
Sicker (2013)) is the Artificial Hormone System (AHS), which, as its name suggests, is based on 
the human hormone system. The hormone system is responsible for controlling many bodily tasks, 
such as digestion, growth, and reproduction. Tasks executed by the hormone system are regulated 
through a feedback mechanism that maintains the balance and the operation of the human 
organism (homeostasis). Generally, the metaphor considers that hormones are emulated as short 
messages (artificial hormones), and cells are used to represent computation nodes (artificial cells). 
AHSs have been applied, for instance, to solve task allocation and management problems.  

 Brinkschulte and Pacher (2012) present a strategy based on AHS executing in a distributed 
and self-organizing way, in which the main goal is to assign tasks in a system with heterogeneous 
processing elements. Three types of artificial hormones are defined: a) the eager hormone that 
determines the level of suitability of a resource to carry on a task. This value is static for each 
element and for each task; b) the suppressor hormone that reduces the above suitability level that 
reflects its execution on a given resource. In other words, a suppressor hormone results in its 
subtraction from the eager value; and c) the accelerator hormone that indicates a favor towards a 
task taking place using a given resource. In contrast to the suppressor hormone, the accelerator 
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makes an addition in the eager value. Due to this, suppressors and accelerators are called 
antagonistic hormones.  

 Trumler et al. (2006) adopt the AHS as a general approach to build self-organizing systems 
based on networked nodes. Autonomic features are added to their middleware responsible for 
resource allocation and for migrations when necessary. Authors consider that services consume 
resources and that the goal of the optimization is to equalize the resource consumption (load 
balancing). The environment is monitored by hormone receptors which may trigger new hormone 
production. Hormone receptors collect local information and piggyback this onto outgoing 
messages. Information is associated to digital hormones such that, when this is above a threshold, 
then the system activates the production of inhibitors hormones; otherwise, activates the 
production of accelerators. Through simulations, results claim to show the efficiency of the 
mechanism, even for large scale systems which meet nearly global optimization.   

 Despite of bio-inspired solutions being interesting, authors in (DRESSLER and AKAN, 2010) 
say that three common steps are always necessary for developing bio-inspired methods with 
remarkable impact: identification of analogies; understanding; and engineering.  

 However, we can also deal with autonomic systems without biological analogies - in a more 
generic way - by using a Multi-Agent System (MAS) approach. In effect, bio-inspired solutions are 
also MAS, since they work based on agents to solve a given problem. Balaji and Srinivasan (2010) 
define MAS as a network of loosely connected autonomous agents that share knowledge and 
communicate with each other in order to solve a problem that is beyond the scope of a single agent. 
More specifically, Chevaleyre et al. (2005) define the Multi-Agent Resource Allocation (MARA) 
field as the “process of distributing a number of items amongst a number of agents” that uses the 
“utilitarian social welfare” concept, defined as the sum of individual preferences, which can be used 
to measure the quality of an allocation from the viewpoint of the system as a whole. 

 The work presented in (PALMIERI et al, 2013) associates selfish behavior for Clouds entities 
(end users and providers) and uses game theory for VM allocation considering 
computing/storage requirements and execution time limits/ranges. Iteratively, each agent 
calculates its minimum allocation cost - because of this, agents are selfish -, learns about others 
agent costs, and then constructs a tentative allocation profile. Profiles are recalculated based on 
existing conflicts among agents’ profiles. The allocation process finishes when all agents are 
satisfied with its allocation profile.     

 Soares and Madeira (2012) apply MAS for autonomic management of virtual networks in 
infrastructure providers. The main goal is to provide self-healing of virtual networks. To achieve 
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this, agents implement an algorithm to select a spare node of the physical infrastructure to 
associate with a virtual node, in an attempt to minimize the link utilization. 

 Yazir et al. (2010) present a distributed architecture for dynamic resource allocation, in 
which the resource management is under the responsibility of autonomous agents. The solution 
deals with two main activities: allocate VMs and monitor them. To allocate VMs in suitable physical 
machines, the agents communicate with an omniscient central entity and carry out allocations 
through Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) considering CPU, memory and bandwidth 
constraints. The main idea of the VM monitoring is that agents are able to detect anomalies. As a 
result, the system is able to react to anomalies in an event-triggered fashion rather than 
periodically. In this way, one or more VMs of the problematic physical machine are selected to be 
migrated to another physical machine and the reallocation is performed using the same process of 
VM allocation. 

 Work presented in (ABDELJAOUAD and KARMOUCH, 2012) proposes an autonomic manager 
selection for overlay networks. Each node in the overlay network should select an autonomic 
manager to manage it. The main problem considered here is to select an autonomic manager in 
order to balance all available managers. Authors propose a game theory where all nodes are 
players and the payoff function is based on end-to-end communication delay, processing load, and 
link error ratio. By using this function, nodes select managers with lowest delay and links with 
lowest error rate. 

 A MAS to allocate tasks is proposed by Ye et al. (2012). In this work, agents are able to adapt 
their relations between others in order to improve the allocation task. The adaptation is done at 
underlying network level, by changing the list of neighbors used to send tasks. Agents use a trust 

model to select agents to adapt the relation; and a weighted relation to measure how strong is a 
relation. Results showed that the trust model usage helps to decrease costs of time consumption 
and messages. 

Many authors have used gossip based heuristics, in which nodes interact in a pairwise way 
and the global goal is achieved through several rounds. In a simplified way, this communication 
protocol can be implemented by an active thread that is responsible for initiating the 
communication; and a passive one that receives messages. The main difference is the heuristic used 
to treat information received in messages.  

Wuhib et al. (2010) use a gossip based heuristic to maximize the Cloud utility under CPU and 
memory constraints, but also take into consideration the cost of reconfigurations. They extended 
their previous work in (WUHIB et al., 2012), and proposed a modified gossip protocol continuously 
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executing, in order to detect dynamically changes and adapt accordingly. A variation of (WUHIB et 
al., 2010) was proposed in (YANGGRATOKE et al., 2011), where the goal is to minimize the power 

consumption in the Cloud. The work presented in (MARZOLLA et al., 2011) is similar to the one in 
(YANGGRATOKE et al., 2011) since it also makes use of a gossip based protocol to minimize the 
power consumption through server consolidation. The idea is to identify a new arrangement of 
VM instances with the goal of maximizing the number of empty servers in the Cloud. In (Jelasity et 
al., 2005), a gossip protocol is used to aggregate information in a fully distributed fashion.  

Erdil (2012) proposes an “information proxy” - that is an autonomous node - that shares and 
updates information about resources states available between Clouds within an inter-Cloud 
federation. The main goal is to increase the coverage area of dissemination and at same time 
decreasing the overhead caused by messages. Nodes are assigned as information proxies by 
random or from a potential proxy list maintained by themselves. Nodes should have the ability to 
decide when to add or remove nodes from this list and to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a given 
information proxy. The information proxy defines the aggregate available resource state by 
receiving information messages from its neighbors and aggregating it accordingly.  

 Table I shows a comparison summary between the Autonomic RMS solutions described in 
this Section, while taking into consideration the type of solution used by the authors (such as bio-
inspired agents, MAS, or gossip), the problem to be solved, the main objective of the solution, and 
the functionalities (such as resource allocation, resource management, or communication) each one 
is able to perform in order to achieve its respective objective. 

Table I. Comparison between Autonomic RMSs from the Literature 

Authors 
reference Solution Problem and objective Tasks 

CSORBA et al., 
2010 Ants  Allocate VM Allocation and 

management 

 FELLER et al., 
2011 Ants Allocate VM with workload 

consolidation Allocation  

GAO et al., 2013 Ants 
Allocate VM considering CPU and 
memory minimizing total resource 
wastage and power consumption 

Allocation  

CAPRARESCU 
and PETCU, 

2009 
Ants Achieve a fault-tolerance system Management  

BABU and Honey bees Find overloaded machines and Management  
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KRISHNA, 2013  distribute tasks with load balancing 
considering priorities of tasks 

PALMIERI et al., 
2013 

MAS with selfish 
behavior and 
game theory 

Allocate VM Allocation  

YAZIR et al., 
2010 MAS 

Allocate VM considering CPU, 
memory and bandwidth constraints 
and detect anomalies 

Allocation and 
management  

ABDELJAOUAD 
and 

KARMOUCH, 
2012  

MAS and game 
theory 

Select an autonomic manager and 
balance all available managers Management 

YE et al., 2012 
MAS with trust 
model and 
weighted 
relations 

Allocate task and dynamically adapt 
the underlying network to decrease 
message and computation costs 

Allocation  

 WUHIB et al, 
2012 

Gossip based 
communication 

Maximize the Cloud utility under CPU 
and memory constraints 

Communication 
protocol and 
management 

WUHIB et al., 
2010 

Gossip based 
communication 

Maximize the Cloud utility under CPU 
and memory constraints,  with cost 
of reconfigurations 

Communication 
protocol and 
management 

YANGGRATOKE 
et al, 2011 

Gossip based 
communication 

Minimize the power consumption in 
the Cloud 

Communication 
protocol and 
management 

MARZOLLA et 
al., 2011 

Gossip based 
communication 

minimize the power consumption 
through server consolidation 

Communication 
protocol and 
management 

ERDIL, 2012 Proxy based 
communication 

Share information between Clouds 
intercloud federations 

Communication 
protocol 

2.2 Role-Based Systems for Resource Management 
Since our focus is autonomic RMS based on roles, this Section describes works about autonomic 
RMSs that make use of this concept. Role (SANDHU et al. (2000)) is an information attribute 
frequently used in the access control management area (Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)) to 
establish permissions for users specifying to which resources they are allowed (or denied) access. 
Often, we use roles in a high abstraction level, associated to people (users or administrators) in 
organizations. For instance, Kurki and Sihvonen (2012) propose allocating roles for people in ad 
hoc emergency scenarios, such as forest fire, car accident and shooting. The main goal is to apply 
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roles to the right people in order to manage available resources in an optimal way. Figure 5 shows 
that each “identity has a position, to which several roles are related to, and for which various functions 

are needed”. A role defines responsibilities each identity has while performing functions supported 
by that specific role.  

  
Figure 5. Role-based concept relations from (KURKI and SIHVONEN, 2012) 

 One can make the same analogy and use the roles concept in the autonomic management of 
network resources, by giving a certain level of “intelligence” to elements in a system. Lupu and 
Sloman (1997) say that “the idea of “intelligent” automated agents which can be assigned to a 

particular role has been used in Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI)”. Elements assigned to roles 
do not work in isolation, but interact and cooperate with other elements (including humans). The 
same authors use roles for resource management and define a role by saying “the role specifies 

management actions which represent the behavior or dynamic aspects of the position (that describes 

a status within an organization) which is essentially a static concept”. Please note that managers can 
assume different roles and in order to achieve their functions interact with others by using some 
interaction protocol; authors call it role interaction. 

 Jacyno et al. (2013) present a self-regulatory framework based on local interactions 
between nodes for autonomic resource management. The major goal is to ensure that a larger 
amount of resources is efficiently configured and allocated in order to satisfy user demand. Authors 
define two basic roles - provider and consumer -, in which providers offer services to consumers 
and they can co-adapt to each other to determine which services they should continue offering (or 
switching to others). Both roles can change independently their individual models based on 
observations of previous transactions by using a threshold reinforcement mechanism. Results 
have shown that depending on neighborhood size, agents exhibit self-organizing behavior forming 
spontaneous communities.  

 Work presented in (CHARALAMBIDES et al., 2011) defines an adaptive framework, focusing 
mainly on the concept of intelligent substrates for the Future Internet in which management 
functions are virtualized over the managed network. An external manager is responsible for pre-
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assigning roles to nodes - according to specific criteria and metrics - and configures all operational 
goals. In Figure 6, a regional manager role was assigned to nodes 2, 5, and 8; and they cooperate 
with each other to coordinate and configure their managed resources. Roles may change 
dynamically according to substrate operation at runtime; to avoid inconsistent configurations or 
suboptimal performance, the authors propose that managers disseminate local intentions to others 
in order to reach a final configuration. Authors also discuss how the framework can be applied to 
three future network scenarios: adaptive resource management, energy-aware network 
management, and cache management.  

 
Figure 6. Intelligent self-management substrate (CHARALAMBIDES et al., 2011) 

 Derbel et al. (2009) do not use roles explicitly, but propose a very similar concept called 
behavioral policy that describes the behavior of entities to reach a desired state in the network. 
Each behavior is related to a specific entity profile and context. There is a central manager (or more 
than one) that sends the behavioral policies for all entities under its control. The authors exemplify 
the architecture, called ANEMA, by managing QoS in a multiservice IP network. 

 Table II shows a comparison between some role-based system proposals from the Literature, 
highlighting while answering the following questions: does the work provide resource allocation 
and management? Is there the need to an external manager? Is it based on static roles? Which 
scenario the system was applied to/is compatible with? 
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Table II. Comparison between role-based systems from the Literature 

Work reference Resource 
allocation 

Resource 
management 

External 
manager 

Static 
roles 

Scenario 

JACYNO et al., 
2013 Yes Yes No Yes Autonomic resource 

management 

DERBEL et al., 
2009 No Yes Yes No QoS management in a 

multiservice IP network 

CHARALAMBIDES 
et al., 2011 No Yes Yes No Future Internet 

 

 Our proposal distinguishes itself in that it does not require an external and central manager 
to control or assign roles to nodes. Neither are roles statics; our nodes can change their roles 
dynamically according to context changes and can also adapt the parameters related to the roles 
themselves. 

2.3 Discussion 
The comparison, in terms of strengths and weaknesses of centralized and distributed solutions, is 
well-known in the literature. Centralized strategies define a unique entity that should know at all 
times the current state of the system and make decisions based on such information. Centralized 
solutions suffer, nonetheless, from a lack of scalability; on the other hand, distributed ones try to 
optimize the adopted solution using local information only (without a full overview of the system), 
hampering hence the effort to achieve a global optimum. 

Figure 7 shows a qualitative comparison from (DRESLLER, 2007) between the centralized, 
distributed and self-organized approaches. At the same time that the centralized management 
presents a better determinism of the system behavior, it has a low degree of scalability. Similarly, at 
the other extreme, self-organized management presents a better scalability, but suffers from low 
predictability.  

In a general way, distributed algorithms and strategies inspired from nature present good 
performance, even when they use a small amount of problem knowledge. Beyond this, the 
randomized/probabilistic behavior of the approach can improve some aspects, such as robustness 
and efficiency. 

Basically, in addition to the cost function, two other elements should be well defined in ACO 
strategies: the ants’ roles, and the pheromone table. As it was seen, generally ants can be associated 
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to services that need to be allocated in the infrastructure. Ants walk randomly, searching for a 
solution, and share information about it in a pheromone table located in each node. The updating of 
the pheromone table is defined according to the goal of the objective function. For example, if the 
objective is server consolidation, i.e., minimizing the number of physical machines used, then the 
heuristic should increase the pheromone amount for the solution that uses the least number of 
physical machines. However, ACO systems face to a critical problem: the convergence time. 

  
Figure 7. Comparison between systems (DRESLLER, 2007) 

 The second strategy which is bio-inspired is the AHS. It uses the human hormone system as 
an analogy to manage resources in a distributed way. The main idea is that hormones use the blood 
system to reach every cell and selectively trigger actions in only the cells that possess special 
receptors, in order to regulate the human body. To maintain equilibrium, the production of 
accelerator hormones needs to be countered with the production of suppressors ones. In the 
resource management context, we can adapt the solutions presented in (TRUMLER et al., 2006): 
suppressors may be used to indicate that, for instance, the current load of a link or node is 
deteriorating. Beyond this, different types of suppressors, such as monitoring and load control, may 
be used only locally to limit the load at a resource (node or link). On the other hand, the accelerator 
hormone can be used to cluster resources that cooperate towards the same request. The 
monitoring accelerator hormone can be applied locally to increase resource capabilities and AHS 
fine-tuning. 

 Without the mandatory biological analogy, we have MAS as a more generic self-organized 
solution in which agents can have several functionalities and can also improve their performance 
using some learning technique. Some works made use of the MAS for many purposes in a Cloud 
environment. For example, there are negotiation mechanisms that allow nodes between service 
providers (federated clouds) to collaborate with others in order to require cooperation when they 
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are unable to provide a particular set of services. Another example of MAS usage is to select the 
most appropriate services to create a composite solution. This strategy is feasible for this scenario 
since agents distributed across the infrastructures can negotiate to reach a better allocation that 
satisfies the policies of different providers and the requirements to support the clients’ requests. 

 One can note from the related works that in general when a disturbance occurs, the 
autonomic RMS looks for choosing one node (or a set of them) to apply modifications to it in order 
to return the system back to its equilibrium in an autonomic way. As it was described, many bio-
inspired and autonomic works were achieved on the basis of this proposal; additionally, we can 
also apply roles and give a high level of intelligence to nodes. 

 Some role-based proposals for resource management were presented and discussed in this 
Chapter, however there still are many open challenges to be solved. For instance, Charalambides et 
al. (2011) highlight that the initial mapping between roles and nodes is a key research question; 
and envisage a model in which nodes decide collaboratively the most suitable configuration. 
Another open challenge addressed by same authors is the communication model; and they 
suggest models including aggregation and information-centric based. Beyond these open questions, 
weaknesses still remain, for instance, in (CHARALAMBIDES et al., 2011) an external and 

centralized manager are still needed to apply initial control configurations and policies; and in 
(JACYNO et al., 2013) despite the fact that roles can change their internal operational models based 
on past observations, roles remain mostly pre-defined and static. 

 This Doctoral Thesis contributes with a new generic framework to support autonomic 
resource management while focusing on scenarios where nodes are multi-task, i.e., can perform 
different roles. We solve the mapping between roles and nodes by using a self-appointment 
framework as well as an aggregation communication protocol without any centralized manager. 

2.4 Research Challenges 
Serugendo et al (2007) discuss engineering requirements for building trustworthy Self-Adaptive 
and Self-Organizing systems (SA and SO, respectively). On the one hand, SA systems work in a top-
down manner and an evaluation of their own global behavior is done in order to change it; on the 
other hand, SO systems work bottom-up and a large number of components interacts locally 
according to simple rules to enable the emergence of a global behavior. These authors state that the 
dynamic behavior of SO system challenges “traditional methods of engineering dependable systems, 

which typically rely on extensive static, design time analysis to achieve a level of predictability”; at 
same time, we can develop resilient systems able to reconfigure themselves dynamically. In all, they 
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list five key engineering requirements, namely: autonomous individual components, 
interoperability, self-awareness, behavior guiding and bounding, and development process. 

 In this Section, we describe some research challenges in autonomic and distributed resource 
management, highlighting which ones specifically we will treat in this Thesis. 

2.4.1 Environment stability/convergence 
In a self-organizing strategy, each node enjoys autonomy to act and react according to 
environment´s changes. In most of the cases, this action and reaction is directly related to the 
system global goal, in order to perform an objective function, such as load balancing, fault tolerance, 
or energy saving in the distributed infrastructure.   

 Here, two important points should be considered: the first one is that the autonomous 
behavior of distributed nodes can delay the emergent solution over a great deal of time, or even 
lead to a non-stable environment, especially when it is very dynamic.  In some cases, the rapid 
system reaction is more important than reaching optimality at the cost of a considerable delay. For 
instance, by using ACO strategies it is hard to estimate the theoretical speed of algorithm 
convergence, and then one must ponder the solution’s effectiveness and convergence. 

 A second challenge relates to whether the environment is very dynamic. This could turn 
decisions obsolete before their application or simply may require many decision takings before 
achieving equilibrium or a stable situation. For instance, despite the many advantages of VM live 
migration, some challenges should be taken into account, especially in distributed virtualized 
infrastructures, such as communication network overhead, and dynamic address assignment. 
Hence the overall cost function should also take into account such negative consequences. 

 The convergence of the system is strongly related to the behavior of nodes. In this Thesis, the 
convergence of the system aspect will be treated and modeled in nodes, since we will define how 
they will act and react according to external context changes. This aspect is detailed in the next Sub-
section. 

2.4.2 Node behavior modeling 
As said previously, in an autonomic RMS, nodes act and react based only on their local information 
in order to help emerge a global optimization behavior. However, modeling this behavior is not a 
trivial task. Questions such as “How can one know if the individual behavior will lead to a stable 

system state or even more a desirable one?” or “How can one define all behavior rules since the system 

is dynamic and it is very hard to map and handle all possible situations?” are some examples of issues 
we have to examine and deal with.  
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 The MAPE-K control loop proposed by IBM is a good and widely used abstract model to 
define the autonomic node behavior. However, existing scenarios are very specific and their nodes 
should be modeled with specific deportments in order to achieve a common global objective.  

 In this Thesis, we will present a generic behavior model that can be instantiated to different 
applications’ scenarios. The role information is the main concept we use to define the specific 
behavior of nodes. The model will be presented and described in Chapter 3.  

2.4.3 Overhead  
Since there is no central manager, all management tasks are distributed among nodes in the system, 
sending and processing messages. Therefore, it is important to analyze the cost of all these extra 
operational per node demand, and also the network overhead caused by message exchange. For 
instance, work in (CAPRARESCU and PETCU, 2009) also uses an ant analogy to achieve a fault-
tolerance system. However, many and different messages are needed to gather election information 
or notify other agents about what node is able to make changes in the environment in order to 
bring it to a desired state.  

 In this Thesis, we control the message overhead by introducing communication cycles, 
frequency of messages sending, and small control messages. The cycles and frequency can be 
(previously and dynamically) configured according to the network whereas the control messages 
are configured as short as possible in order to avoid unnecessary information transmission and 
network congestion. 

2.4.4 Evaluation and validation 
Work in (NEUMANN and WITT, 2010) undertakes the analysis of the computational complexity of 
bio-inspired algorithms. It considers combinatorial optimization problems and concludes that such 
solutions have not been designed for analysis in a classical sense, making the global analysis of the 
system arduous. As already exposed, most of the solutions were evaluated through simulations. 
Comparison between solutions is also a further challenge because their behavior modeling and 
specificities are very distinct. In practice, the proposals are often compared to randomized or 
greedy solutions merely introduced as baseline measurements. 

 In addition to the evaluation, another challenge is the validation of the solution. There is no 
consensus about which metrics can be used to validate this type of strategies. Then, generally each 
author uses a more convenient set of metrics to evaluate the solution. A big difficulty that is, at the 
same time, an inherent characteristic, is the lack of a global overview of the system. 
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 We will evaluate and validate our framework by simulations and prototyping. The simulation 
will be used to analyze and validate the behavior of our framework and the prototype will be used 
to verify the framework implementation feasibility. 

2.4.5 Conflict detection 
The unpredictable behavior of self-organizing strategies is justified due to the fact that decisions 
are taken based on local information, and their execution is made in an evolutionary way. 
Sometimes, a decision taken by a node can be conflicting or dissenting for another node. In this 
case, conflict detection and resolution are very hard, due to the nescience about the global state of 
the managed infrastructure.  

 Questions such as “How does a node detect a conflict?” and “Which actions should a node take 

when a conflict is detected?” are very complex but at the same time are crucial for the wellbeing of 
the system. A node´s behavior should be modeled taking into consideration these questions in 
order to avoid a case of indefinite conflict dissemination. 

 A second part examines strategies for the detection of conflicts among its elements. Conflicts 
arise and cause distortions in the environment, making it sometimes inoperative. As each entity 
behaves independently, the self-optimization of one element to increase its performance or benefits 
could harm others. Hence, the identification of operations that can generate inconsistency in 
environments should be made and put into practice in order to harmonize their effects.  This 
research challenge is not in the scope of this Thesis, but we highlight its importance as a future 
work. 

2.5 Concluding Remarks 
In this Chapter, we compared the centralized, distributed and autonomic RMSs in terms of 
strengths and weaknesses. Centralized strategies define a unique entity that should know at all 
times the current state of the system and take decisions based on such information. Consequently, 
centralized solutions suffer from a lack of scalability; on the other hand, distributed ones try to 
optimize the solution using local information only (i.e., without a full overview of the system state), 
which hampers their effort to achieve a global optimum. Biologically inspired techniques, such as 
AHS and ACO systems may be used to turn RMSs more adaptable, and to improve many 
management aspects, such as resource management and optimization, maintenance, and 
operational costs minimizing. Multi-agent systems are evolutionary techniques supporting 
autonomic solutions used to achieve self-management properties. 

 Despite the many works presented, there are also many remaining research challenges to be 
dealt with. In the next Chapter, we will present a self-appointment framework and describe the 
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steps needed to create a role-based self-appointment for a node in a distributed environment and 
acquire know-how sufficient to make adapt for applying it in different scenarios.  
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3 Role-Based Self-Appointment  
 

As mentioned earlier in Section 1.2, the problem we are dealing in this Thesis can be defined in this 
question: “How to deal with distributed systems in an autonomic way in order to manage resources 

and take decision?”. Based on this, our main objective is to elaborate a Role-Based Self-Appointment 
framework in which nodes are able to manage resources in an autonomic and self-organized way. 
Autonomic and distributed mechanisms are interesting solutions especially when we are dealing 
with extreme situations (such as flash crowd events) where a rapid and efficient decision taking is 
primordial. The main outcome of this chapter is the detailed description of the Role-Based Self-

Appointment (RBSA) framework and its applicability. 

This chapter is divided as follows: Section 3.1 describes the model of our problem, and 
defines some important premises; the RBSA Conceptual Model is described in details in Section 3.2; 
the RBSA Functional Model is detailed in Section 3.3; a discussion about RBSA is introduced in 
Section 3.4 in order to present possible extensions and improvements; Section 3.5 describes three 
practical examples based on RBSA usage; and considerations about the Chapter are made in Section 
3.6. The results obtained from this Chapter are published in (ENDO et al., 2014a). 

3.1 The RBSA Framework 
In this Thesis, we are considering a framework as a set of structures and artifacts needed to make 
our autonomic resource management system functional. As such, the RBSA is composed of nodes, 
the behavior definition (algorithms), and communication protocol. According to IBM´s established 
categories and levels of autonomic computing evolution (described in Section 2.1.1), we classify our 
solution as being of a self-optimization type and autonomic. 

Role is an important concept used in the RBSA. A role represents a function (commonly a 
service provision) that a node performs in the system and can be seen as a high level abstraction for 
the correct configuration of nodes, such as a router role, a reflector role, and a cache role. Each role 
is related to a set of rules that defines when a node can perform a specific role, and what its 
behavior is then. For instance, a rule for a node performing a reflector role can be to limit the 
number of redundant flows exceeding a pre-defined value. Besides, a role also defines a set of 
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functions which a node performs in order to behave according to its current role. For instance, the 
reflector role specifies how a node should behave in order to aggregate redundant flows in a 
network. Moreover, there is no restriction about how many roles a node can perform 
simultaneously. In other words if a node satisfies more than one rule (or a set of them) and if the 
node is able (i.e., it has all hardware and software requirements) to perform those roles, then there 
is no reason to limit it.  

Since nodes do not have a global knowledge about the system and have to take decisions, we 
say that a node self-appoints as a specific role without requiring the agreement of all the other 
nodes.  It also can perform the same role of others at same time. A node executing the Role-Based 
Self-Appointment framework is called in this Thesis spontaneous node (sponode), since it will act 
spontaneously without an external coordination.  

Macia-Perez et al. (2013) propose a methodology for creating network management systems 
in a systematic way, defining three models showing three different views of the system. We use part 
of this proposed concept and when we describe the RBSA based on Conceptual, and Functional 
Models.  

3.2 Conceptual Model 
The Conceptual Model represents the behavior of a sponode in a simplified way. In a general way, 
we can describe the RBSA as follow: sponodes monitor their resources continuously and when a 
trigger occurs, the communication process is initiated in order to achieve the system goal. A trigger 
can be considered as some event that can change the environment’s state and which may cause 
possible problems, such as bottleneck, or performance loss. By using some communication 
protocol, sponodes exchange messages between their neighbors and analyze the information 
contained into these messages. In Sub-section 3.3.7, we will describe the communication process in 
details. After a period of time, autonomously they take decisions, such as change their roles or 
maintain them as they are. Decisions are then mapped into local actions. The Conceptual Model is 
shown in Figure 8 represented as an UML Activity Diagram.  

As said previously, in some cases, despite sponodes having limited communication with 
others, they may decide to perform the same roles of others at the same time because sponodes do 
not have global knowledge about the network. In this way, when a sponode decides to change its 
roles, it does not know if other sponodes are performing the same role too. However, we do not 
consider it as a problem since the scope of RBSA does not consider mutual exclusion.  

From the Conceptual Model, we can define some RBSA requirements: 
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• The RBSA is executed by sponodes connected through a network without restrictions 
about the physical or logical topology;  

• Sponodes are able to interact with their respective neighbors by using a specific 

communication protocol to send messages to them. In an autonomic framework, the 
communication does not need to be two-way because nodes can act independently and 
take decisions with their stored information; in this way, normally the communication is 
a simple one-way and does not need a control process, such as sequence number 
coordination or message acknowledgements; 

• Sponodes have an initial role, but they can self-appoint other roles according to rules and 
the observed environment’s changes; and 

• Sponodes should implement all tools needed to accomplish all processes described in the 
Conceptual Model. 

 

Figure 8. Conceptual Model of RBSA - UML Activity Diagram 

 In this Thesis, we understand the neighbors as sponodes connected directly (one hop) by the 
network topology (it can also be the virtualized network topology). However, the neighborhood 
concept can be outspread if we consider the range of messages sent by a sponode. In RBSA, the 
neighborhood is defined by the communication period parameter,  (described in Sub-section 
3.3.2), since it defines how long time a sponode can send messages. In Figure 9, the sponode A has 
six neighbors (named N1), but if we consider, for instance, a communication period with length 3, 
then node A´s neighborhood increases and messages sent by A will also reach the nodes named N2 
and N3. 
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Figure 9. Neighbors and neighborhood concept 

3.3 Functional Model 
Since the Conceptual Model presented in the previous section is a simplified view of the sponode 
behavior, we need another model to detail how sponodes act and which artifacts are needed by 
them to satisfy RBSA’s functional requirements. The Functional Model represents the RBSA from 
the point of view of the sponodes and their activities.  

RBSA Functional Model contains modules responsible for storing information and knowledge, 
and modules that comprehend a set of activities executed by a sponode. Figure 10 shows a general 
view of the Functional Model based on UML Component Diagram with modules for each activity 
and the communication direction between them. Dotted lines represent a data channel (Knowledge 
Plane) with the Knowledge and Information Modules; whereas full lines represent modules inter-
communication channel (Control Plane), in which each module can notify another one that its 
activities have been accomplished through the (required and provided) interfaces. Each component 
will be expanded in the next Sections. 

Firstly, the Monitor Module is responsible for making sponodes monitor hardware and 
network variables in order to gather information continuously. This module communicates with 
the Knowledge Module in order to determine what values of thresholds are being used. The Monitor 
Module will be described in more details in Sub-section 3.3.6.  
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Figure 10. RBSA Functional Model - UML Component Diagram 

The Communication Module supports the execution of a communication protocol that is 
responsible for the interaction between neighbors by message exchange. To achieve this, sponodes 
use the Communication Interface, also defined in this module. The Communication Module will be 
described in Sub-section 3.3.7.  

When a sponode receives a message, the embedded information is processed by the Analysis 

Module (using an Analysis Function) in order to decide if it is necessary to update its local database 
with new or more up-to-date information. The Analysis Module communicates with the Knowledge 
Module to select which Analysis Function is in use at that moment and to submit new information 
to the associated databases. The Analysis Module will be described in Sub-section 3.3.8. 

Through interaction with the Decision Module, sponodes decide which actions they can take 
based on all acquired information in the last activity. This module also communicates with the 
Knowledge Module in order to know which roles and rules are applicable at any given moment. The 
Decision Module will be described in Sub-section 3.3.9. 

The Execution Module corresponds to the task in which the decision taken by a sponode is 
actually enforced. One this activity is launched, sponodes return to the Monitor and Communication 
Activities. The Execute Module will be described in Sub-section 3.3.10. 

The Knowledge Module stores all roles and rules, and optionally relevant learning 
techniques. The Information Module defines how to store information in repositories and is also 
responsible for configuring all RBSA parameters.  
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Based on MAPE-K model presented in Chapter 2, if these activities are continuously executed 
in a loop, the main idea is that at each cycle (see Sub-section 3.3.2), the best decision (about their 
roles) can be taken by the sponodes in the network, without the need for any global knowledge. 
These overall actions are carried out in an attempt to satisfy known management goals. Making the 
comparison with the MAPE-K model, we added the Communication Module, the plan from MAPE-K 
is now Decision Module, and the knowledge from MAPE-K was divided into two modules: 
Knowledge and Information. 

3.3.1 RBSA Meta-variables 
In order to facilitate RBSA comprehension, this Sub-section describes all meta-variables used in the 
framework. Table III shows the meta-variables and their definitions and usages.  

Table III. Meta-variables used in RBSA  

Meta-variable Definitions Usage example 

roles roles are functions a sponode can 
perform according to an application 
scenario. 

If we consider a live streaming 
application, we could define two roles: 
router and reflector. A router is a 
sponode that forwards flows 
commonly; and a reflector is a 
sponode that is able to aggregate 
redundant flows and multicast them 
to clients. 

monitored 
variables  

They are the local hardware and 
network variables which a sponode 
should continuously monitor in 
order to gather its own information 
status.  

It can be the number of virtual 
machines hosted in a node, CPU 
consumption, storage consumption, or 
the number of flows passing through a 
node. 

threshold threshold is a (maximum or 
minimum) value related to each 
monitored variable. When a 
monitored variable reaches the 
threshold value, it means that a 
node a trigger occurred and then a 
node will start the communication 
protocol in order to change its role.  

We can define many levels of 
thresholds for each monitored variable, 
according to our system goal. Then, 
for each level, it is necessary define 
different roles. 

metric metric value defines the best 
sponode at that moment to self-
appoint as a new role.  

It can be any resource that a node can 
monitor/collect. For instance, the 
number of hops from a node to a 
server can be used as a metric. If we 
want to choose the nearest node to 
change its role, we just need to choose 
the node with the smallest metric 
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value. This information comparison is 
gathered during the Analyze Activity. 

3.3.2 RBSA Periods 
The RBSA uses time periods to delimit the duration of some activities. A periods’ length is initially 
configured through the Configuration Module, but it is possible to develop adaptive algorithms 
allowing sponodes to self-configure these values according to current scenario. The periods are not 
overlapping, i.e., a period only starts when another ones finishes. 

The amount of time elapsed from starting up the Monitor Activity to the triggering od the 
Analysis Activity is defined as monitor period, , and depends on the state of each sponode. 
Then, for each sponode, we have a  where during a  period a sponode is monitoring 
its predefined monitored variable. The  is halted either when an incoming message is 
received or that a threshold reached (more details on this will be given in Sub-section 3.3.7). 

 During a communication period, , sponodes exchange messages in order to gather 
information; i.e., a  comprehends the time from when a sponode starts the sending thread (see 
conditions in Sub-section 3.3.7) to when it triggers the Plan Module in the control loop. Therefore, 
at the end of a , a sponode will have the opportunity to search for the best decision to take 
according to rules extracted from Knowledge Module. During a , sponodes send messages in a 
period  . 

 The decision period, , is the amount of time a sponode has to delineate a plan and 
decide what to do with information acquired until that time.  

 The synchronization period, , is the amount of time a sponode has to wait before 
returning to the monitor state, once it made a decision in the last period.  

 Then, we can define the cycle period as the sum of these three periods described above. 
Recall that the cycle is performed by sponodes continuously, in a loop. 

3.3.3 RBSA Modules and Sub-modules 
The next Sub-sections describe in more details each module as part of the proposed framework. In 
order to provide a better understanding of the RBSA methodology, we firstly describe the 
Information and Knowledge Modules, and then the others. 

3.3.4 Information Module 
As mentioned previously, the Information Module is responsible for populating repositories with 
information about a sponode and with better information received from neighbors. The 
Information Module is divided into: Repositories and Configuration, as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Information Module 

3.3.4.1.1 Repositories Sub-module 
The Repositories Sub-module is composed of: a) a local repository called myselfRepository, in 
which sponodes store information about themselves (hardware and network monitored variable); 
and b) a candidateRepository, in which sponodes store information related to the sponode that is 
the best candidate at that moment to change its role. The myselfRepository and 
candidateRepository are updated by the Monitor and Analysis Modules respectively. Note that 
when we have information about a sponode stored in the candidateReposity, it does not change its 
role yet; this simply reflects the fact that the target sponode may potentially change its role at the 
final of decision period. 

3.3.4.1.2 Configuration Sub-module 
All operational variables (see Table III) used by the sponodes are initially set up in the 
Configuration Sub-module. Here, we have configurations about which roles are enabled, and which 
local hardware and network monitored variables and their respective thresholds’ values should be 
used by sponodes. 

 Since we can formulate many Analysis Functions for RBSA, a list of these is provided and the 
Configuration Sub-module should select which target function to use. The same occurs with the 
selection of metrics; since one can define many metrics, the Configuration Sub-module is also 
responsible for establishing which metrics the RBSA will use next for choosing the best candidate of 
a given network scenario. 

3.3.5 Knowledge Module 
As mentioned previously, the Knowledge Module is responsible for implementing a sub-module 
with learning techniques in order to learn new rules to reach self-organizing goals. The Knowledge 
Module is divided into: Roles and Rules, and Learning, as shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12. Knowledge Module 

3.3.5.1 Roles and Rules Sub-module  
Roles and Rules are stored in the Sub-module with the same name. Roles and rules are initially 
defined by the system administrator. All roles and their respective set of functions should be 
defined here. However, sponodes are able to learn from past events and create new rules when 
applicable (see the next Sub-module). By using these new rules, nodes can adapt/optimize their 
behavior according to the past experiences. 

3.3.5.2 Learning Sub-module 
The Learning Sub-module is an optional module responsible for implementing learning heuristics 
in order to determine when the information gathered from received messages becomes relevant 
and can be used by sponodes to learn and define/create new rules. This module is also responsible 
for accomplishing self-organizing tasks, such as self-optimization and self-healing. 

Many types of techniques can be implemented in the Learning Sub-module. Learning 
techniques can be used by sponodes for online model adaptation by re-setting the configuration 
parameters in order to achieve better RBSA performance. For instance, one can apply a simple 
technique to avoid constant changes of roles, such as hysteresis which is based on monitoring the 
frequency of a specific event taking place.  

The description of these techniques is not the goal of this Doctoral Thesis and for a more in 
depth study, please see (HORMOZI et al., 2012) leading with Machine Learning application to 
resource management and scheduling problems in Cloud Computing. 

3.3.6 Monitor Module 
The Monitor Module is divided into sub-modules: Hardware Monitor, Network Monitor, and 
Trigger, as shown in Figure 13.  

3.3.6.1 Hardware Monitor Sub-module  
As previsouly stated in the last Section, each sponode monitors its local variables (hardware 
monitored variables) that represent the hardware status of a sponode. The hardware monitored 
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variables can be, for instance, current CPU, memory and storage consumption, or the number of 
virtual machines hosted in a node. The sub-module responsible for this task is named Hardware 

Monitor. 

 
Figure 13. Monitor Module 

 There are many open tools used for hardware monitoring. However, due to increased usage 
of virtualized environments (such as Cloud infrastructures), one also need to monitor virtual 
machine operation. In a virtualized environment, one can make use of virtualization tools, such as 
libvirt5 that collects statistics about virtualized host and supports the main commonly used 
hypervisors such as KVM, Xen, VirtualBox, and VMware.   

3.3.6.2 Network Monitor Sub-module 
The Network Monitor sub-module is responsible for acquiring and/or updating information about 
the network (continuously obtaining information from the network monitored variables), such as 
list of neighbors, and active interfaces. To perform this task, it is necessary that sponodes support 
monitoring network tools, such as DPI (Deep Packet Inspection), that is a tool able to filter and 
inspect data packets filtering according to application protocol, IP address, port number, and 
others.  

One can use open source softwares that work based on application level data to classify 
packets, such as nDPI6, L7-Filter7, and SPID (Statistical Protocol IDentification)8. In virtualized 
environments, we can also use libvirt since it is able to monitor virtual network interfaces too. 

3.3.6.3 Trigger Sub-module 
When a sponode matches a condition, for instance, when one of hardware or network monitored 

variables9 reaches a threshold), one says that a trigger occurred and such sponode is now a 
candidate to change its role according to the rules stored in the Knowledge Module. The task of 

                                                 
5 http://libvirt.org/ 
6 http://www.ntop.org/products/ndpi/  
7 http://l7-filter.sourceforge.net/ 
8 http://sourceforge.net/projects/spid/ 
9 When we refer to monitored variable without any specification, we are referring to both, local and network.  
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verifying if a trigger occurred or not, i.e., comparing monitored variables and their respective 
threshold values, is implemented by the Trigger sub-module. 

We also acknowledge that a trigger might result in the occurrence of possible undesirable 
situations, such as underutilized resources or bottlenecks in the network. It is therefore seen as the 
first place to start the adaptability or optimization process that consists in analyzing information 
from the neighborhood and planning the next actions. A trigger can happen through a local event 
(described previously); or when a sponode receives a new message from one or more neighbors. 
The latter is the case when some other sponode in the network also detected that it is necessary to 
start an adaptability or optimization. 

3.3.7 Communication Module 
Once a trigger is started, sponodes will exchange messages in order to disseminate and update 
information about the best candidate to adapt its role by using a simple communication protocol.  

 In addition, the communication protocol is also responsible for receiving messages, i.e., 
independently of the trigger mentioned previously, sponodes also use the protocol for continuously 
obtaining new information. Beyond this, the protocol should be able to disseminate management 
rules. To exchange messages, sponodes use the Communication Interface, defined in this module as 
well (Figure 14).  

 We define protocol properties and propose a new one, called Management and 

Communication Protocol (MCP), described next. MCP is seen as a simple example, and one may 
use instead other protocols (e.g., the gossip based protocols described in Sub-section 2.1.1) as long 
as that they are able to meet the ability to update and disseminate information as RBSA requires. 

 
Figure 14. Communication Module 

3.3.7.1 MCP Properties 
In order to comply with all RBSA definitions, the proposed communication protocol should provide 
some specific required properties. The communication protocol should be responsible for 
describing how messages will be sent and received, and for disseminating information. 
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 First the communication protocol should mainly allow sponodes to send and receive 
messages to and from their neighbors periodically. The neighbor selection should be configurable 
in order to facilitate the development of communication protocols with support for different 
message exchange modes. For instance, a first protocol can send messages to all neighbors, while 
another one can instead choose neighbors randomly (like a gossip based protocol). The 
transmission frequency should also be configurable. For instance, a protocol can send messages 
in fixed periods, while a different one only sends messages in response to an update. 

 MCP message exchange should lead to selecting and appointing the most suitable node for 
performing a specific role at a given moment. For each role, the protocol should compose messages 
containing the identification of a sponode and information used to calculate the best sponode, such 
as the value of the metric and the threshold of that target sponode and send this to the neighbors.  

3.3.7.2 The Management and Communication Protocol (MCP) 
The MCP is implemented by all sponodes. Through limited or scoped message exchange, it is 
possible to infer what sponode is more appropriate to take on a new role. To diffuse this 
information in the network, Figure 15 depicts the message supported fields: 

• The sender-id field represents the identification of the sender sponode (for example, 
an IP address);  

• The candidate-id field is the identification of the sponode that better satisfies the 
defined metric and that already reached the threshold value according to the rules 
established in the Configuration Sub-module. Because of this, we say that this sponode is 
a candidate to perform a new role since there could also be other sponodes seeking to 
acquire the same role as well;  

• The candidate-role field is the role which the sponode-id is the best to perform; 
• The candidate-metric field is the metric and its value of the candidate-id; and  
• The candidate-threshold field is an array containing the monitored variable and its 

threshold value of the sponode-id. 

sender-id 

candidate-id 

candidate-role 

candidate-metric 
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candidate-threshold[] 

Figure 15. Information contained in messages 

 MCP uses a simple algorithm to govern its behavior (see pseudo-code in Figure 16). Such an 
algorithm obeys a timer (decisionTimer) that dictates the time window necessary for taking a 
decision in the autonomic management process. 

 MCP algorithm  
1. start decisionTimer 
2. initiate candidateLDB 
3. repeat(forever) { 
4.     switch(event) 
5.        event: threshold was crossed and this sponode is better candidate 
6.            update candidateLDB with own info 
7.            send candidateLDB to neighbors 
8.            start sendTimer 
9.        event: candidateLDB with better candidate arrived 
10.           update candidateLDB with arrived info 
11.           send candidateLDB to neighbors 
12.           start sendTimer 
13.       event: sendTimer timeout 
14.           send candidateLDB to neighbors 
15.           start sendTimer 
16.       event: decisionTimer timeout 
17.           check candidateLDB and apply decisions if necessary 
18.           stop sendTimer 
19.           start decisionTimer 
20.} 

Figure 16. Management and Communication Protocol 

 There are four events that can be triggered, but two main cases only are highlighted only: 

(a) One of the monitored variables of the sponode reaches its pre-defined threshold; or 
(b) The sponode explicitly receives a message from any neighbor. 

 The case (a) is defined in line 5 of the pseudo-code. This event is triggered when at least one 
of the monitored variables in a sponode crosses the configured threshold and its own metric is 
better than the information stored in the candidateLDB. The sponode will then update its 
candidateLDB with its own information (line 6) and it will share its candidateLDB in an MCP 
message with neighbors (line 7). Also, the sendTimer is started to repeatedly send new MCP 
messages in the network. The event triggered when sendTimer times out is in line 13, and it is self-
descriptive. 
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 The case (b) is started when a sponode receives a message from a neighbor and this 
candidateLDB in the received message is better than the current candidateLDB (line 9). Such 
checking is made by the Analysis Function (analyzeMessage(message)) described next in Sub-
section 4.3.5. If the candidateLDB carried in the MCP message is better than information stored in 
the local candidateLDB, it will be updated with the received information (line 10) and this will be 
shared with neighbors as occurred in the previous event (line 11). Moreover, the sendTimer is 
started again (line 15). 

 The last event (line 16) is triggered when the decisionTimer runs out. In this case the Decision 
Function will be called to check the decisions stored by MCP in the candidateLDB and subsequently 
decide if these must be applied. 

 The MCP presented in this Section is a very simple communication protocol used to acquire 
information and disseminate the best one among the neighborhood. For now, we are not 
considering the cost of sending or processing replicate messages constantly; we are simply 
exemplifying how the proposed communication protocol should work with RBSA. However, we 
could use other (more efficient) communication protocols to do the same activity, by simply 
requiring that information is updated according to the Analysis Function and propagated. In this 
way, the MCP can be modified in order to improve its operation. We will discuss this adaptation and 
similar other improvements in Section 4.7.   

3.3.7.3 Message of MCP 
As earlier stated, when a sponode reaches a corresponding threshold (i.e., when a sponode becomes 
a candidate to change its role), it sends a communication message to all its neighbors. The message 
format was shown in Figure 11. In the next TU (time unit), all nodes that received a message will 
then send a message to their respective neighbors (see the definition of neighbors in Section 3.2). In 
order to examine MCP´s network message load, let’s consider that: 

•  is the number of nodes in the network;  
• () is the time when the node  initiates message sending, i.e., the node  received a 

message or became a candidate in () − 1;  
• () represents the number of links (or connected neighbors) of the node ; and 
•  is the period for sending a message. 

Let’s assume that () for all nodes is known. If a node  has () links, therefore, up until time 
, it sent  − () ∗ () messages. In this way, we can define the overall cost of messages sent 
until time ,  (), as shown in Equation 1: 
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 () = "max & − () ∗ 1


, 0) ∗ ()
*

+,
 (Eq. 1) 

 Note that if a node  did not send messages until , then (() > ) and  − () ∗ ,


< 0 

and the max function will return 0.   

 Let’s consider that just one node, node /, is candidate in the entire network, i.e., this scenario 
with just one candidate represents our lower bound. The lower bound of the amount of messages 
sent until ,  0123(), can be defined in Equation 2:  

 0123() = "( − ()) ∗ 1


∗ ()
*

+,

= 	 ( − (/)) ∗ 1


∗  
(Eq. 2) 

where  represents the total amount of links of the entire network. This is due to the fact that each 
link sees only a single message instance. 

 Now, let’s consider the worst case, supposing that all nodes become candidates at the same 
(), and then all nodes will send a message to their respective neighbors in the next TU, i.e. there 
will be two messages in each link. Then () = 	 00 to all nodes in the network, and the upper 

bound of the number of messages sent until ,  15(), can be calculated by 
Equation 3: 

 15() = "( − 00) ∗
1


∗ ()

*

+,

= 	2 ∗ ( − 00) ∗
1


∗  

(Eq. 3) 

 In Sub-section 4.6.2.2, we will show and describe simulation results based on this message 
model in a scenario with live streaming application. 

3.3.8 Analysis Module 
The current best candidate is chosen (or updated) based on the Analysis Function that compares 
gathered information from received messages and defines the best one according to the metric. For 
example, if we want to select a sponode for load balancing, the metric can be the amount of VMs 
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hosted in the node; and in this case the best candidate can simply be defined as the sponode with 
the largest value of the metric.  

 As shown previously (Figure 16), each received message should be analyzed in order to 
choose the best candidate and used to update the candidateRepository, if necessary. Here, we 
define the Analysis Function generically as a simple Boolean function:  

7(89:(;7 ),(;7 )) = < =>, 7	(;7 )≻89:(;7 )
78,  ℎ=A 	

where	 (89:(;7 )) corresponds to the information of the candidateRepository, and 
((;7 )) that of the received message. 

 If the above function returns true, this implies that the candidateRepository should be 
updated, since the information received by the sponode is considered better than the current one 
held in the candidateRepository. Otherwise, the information stored in the candidateRepository is 
better than the received one, and there is therefore no need to make changes to 
candidateRepository.   

 When a candidate  initiates message exchange, its candidateRepository information is 
configured to be equal to its sent message. This occurs as it implicitly believes that unless there is 
proof for the contrary, it is the best candidate around. This is encouraged by the fact that it is the 
node responsible for the trigger and has yet to receive any message that convinces it to change its 
default decision.  

 The decision function was defined as being generic, but one can conveniently define it 
according to several system goals. For example, the function can be replaced by 
“max	((;7 ), 89:(;7 ))” if the goal is to choose the candidate with the higher value of the 
established metric, or by “min((;7 ), 89:(;7 ))”, if the goal is the lowest value; 
remembering that according to the communication protocol, this function should return a Boolean 
value in order to update information10.  

3.3.9 Decision Module 
Based on information acquired during the communication period, , nodes decide which actions 
are more appropriate at that moment. The decision plan (that should be formulated during a 
) is based on the roles and rules stored in the Knowledge Module.  

                                                 
10 As we can define other communication protocol (different from one suggested in this Thesis), then the 
Analysis Function return can be easily adjusted, just remembering that the protocol should know how to treat 
this information (if it is necessary to update repository or not).   
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 For instance, if a sponode perceives that it is the sponode with the largest amount of 
redundant flows, then it will plan to become a reflector for those flows to help reduce transmission 
overhead. 

3.3.10 Execution Module 
The Execution Activity is related to the actions a sponode takes when the decision period, , 
has finished and a decision plan was delineated. The execute activity phase is very important 
because it is responsible for enforcing the role, for instance changing or adapting the hardware or 
software configurations in order to perform the new role appropriately.  As said previously, roles 
can be seen as a high level abstraction for configurations and behavior of sponodes (router role, 
reflector role, proxy, media coder, and content cache role). However, it is necessary to map the high 
level configurations into low level tasks. For example, the reflector role describes how a sponode 
should do it (for example, by executing some multicast like solution). 

 The execute activity description is very generic in order to achieve flexibility since this 
activity is strongly related to the application scenario or optimization goal of the system. In this 
way, it is necessary to model carefully the actions of the execute activity in order to develop a 
satisfactory solution. 

3.3.11 State Diagram  
To clarify the behavior of each sponode, this Section presents a state diagram with all possible 
sponodes states and transitions (Figure 17) and associates them with activities and modules 
presented previously.  
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Figure 17. State diagram of RBSA 

  A sponode can be in three states: the Monitoring state (M), the Communicating state (C), and 
the Deciding state (D). Sponodes will be in one of these states independently of the role they are 
performing. Figure 17 also shows the transitions between states (represented by the arrows). For 
each transition, there is an event (indicated over the bar) that triggers that transition and zero or 
more actions that will be taken when the event is triggered. The events and actions are described in 
Table IV and Table V respectively. 

Table IV. Description of the events in RBSA 

Event Description 

decisionTimeOut Event triggered when the timer for decision making 
(decisionTimer) times out 

sendMsgTimeOut Event triggered when the timer for sending 
messages (sendMsgTimer) times out 

reachThrs Triggered when the threshold is crossed 

receiveMsg The sponode receives a message from a neighbor 

synTimeOut Event triggered when the timer for synching 
(synTimer) times out 
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Table V. Description of the actions in RBSA 

Action Description 

reset <TIMER> This action resets the <TIMER> 

prepareMsg The sponode reads the database and prepares a message 
to be sent 

storeMsg The sponode overwrites the database with the information 
of the received message and also executes mntMsg after 

compareMsg The sponode compares the received message with its own 
database information and, if necessary, the node executes 
storeMsg 

sendMsg The sponode sends a message to all their neighbors 

decide The sponode looks at the database information and 
decides if it must turn into a reflector node 

∎ No action is taken by the sponode 

 

 We modeled timers to represent periodic cycles, for instance, we have a timer called 
messageTimer that represents the frequency of messages sending. Timers used by RBSA are 
described in Table VI. 

Table VI. Description of the timers used by RBSA 

Timer Description 

decisionTimer When this timer times out, the sponode assumes that the 
time to make a decision is over 

messageTimer This timer controls the periodic sending of messages 

synTimer When this timer times out, the sponode assumes that the 
time to wait for all nodes to synchronize is over 

3.3.11.1 Monitoring (M) 
Every sponode initiates at the Monitoring state. In this state, the sponode is monitoring its local 
variables and does not send any message. This state is implemented by the Monitor Module (Sub-
Section 3.3.6). When a receiveMsg or a reachThrs event occurs, sponode changes to the 
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Communicating state. The Sleeping state is the default state of all sponodes and is entered when 
there is no significant change in the network behavior. 

3.3.11.2 Communicating (C) 
The decisionTimer and the messageTimer are updated and checked during this state. If any of these 
timers triggers, the node resets the timer and continues in the same state. Note that these timers 
are not reset when migrating towards the Communicating state. 

 If the sponode is in the Communicating state, it periodically sends - when a sendMsgTimeOut 
occurs - a message to the sponodes in its neighborhood. The communication protocol and all other 
communication specifications are defined and executed by the Communication Module (Sub-
Section 3.3.7).  

 The content of the message depends on the events which have occurred at the sponode. If the 
sponode changes from a Monitoring to a Communicating state due to a reachThrs event, it will 
create a message with its own information stored in the myselfRepository. The idea is that the 
sponode assumes by default that it is the current best candidate to perform a target role. On the 
other hand, if the changing from Monitoring to Communicating occurs through a receiveMsg event, 
this means that the sponode received a message from some neighbors and needs to check it 
through the Analysis Module. Therefore, a sponode will compare all the received messages with the 
best information stored in the candidateRepository, and will create a new message to be sent in the 
next sendMsgTimeOut event.  

3.3.11.3 Deciding (D) 
Taking into consideration the information received in the previous state, being in the Deciding state 
now, each node will decide autonomously whether it will change its role or not.  

 In this state, any message received is ignored and the node does not send any new ones. This 
state is also a syncing state, where a node will wait a certain amount of time (given by synTimer), 
hoping that the other nodes enter their respective Deciding state. When a synTimeOut occurs, the 
router erases its candidateRepository, and return to the Monitoring state. 

 The total time needed to make a decision () is calculated based on the 
communication cycle length (3) while subtracting the amount of time a node was 
sleeping during a cycle (0I); i.e.,  = 3 - 0I. The 0I		is strongly related to 
the network topology. Recall that a node goes from the S to the C state when it receives a message, 
or when it reaches a threshold. Now let´s consider that just one node (the node i) reached the 
threshold at time T(i), therefore we can establish that the decision time of a node j is (j) = 
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3 – [T(i) + distance(i, j)*TU], where TU is the time unit. The worst case occurs when 
distance(i, j) is the network diameter.  

 If we want to assign just one role in the entire network, the communication cycle 
(3) must be:  =	∑ ()

+, +ε, where d is the number of nodes in the largest path of the 
network (diameter), ε > 0 is an additional tolerance delay, and T(i) is the time a node i sends a 
message to its neighbors. Doing this, we can ensure that all nodes will agree about the decision. 
However, it is clear that this specific case (just one role assignment in the entire network) is 
expensive in terms of messages and it takes a long time to make a decision. 

3.4 Discussions about RBSA 
This Section presents discussions about RBSA in order to deepen specific functional aspects, such 
as roles and ontologies, synchronism, and communication protocol improvements.  

3.4.1 Synchronism  
Through this Chapter, we have described RBSA based on synchronous TUs periods:  is the 
time period in which a sponode monitors its local variable; and at the end of a  period 
sponodes take a decision, independently of whether they will change roles or not.  

 In RBSA,  does not need to be synchronized because when the first node starts the 
Analyze and Plan Activities, other nodes will know it when they receive a message and will also 
stop the Monitor Activity. However, the decision taking of the Analyze and Plan Activities could 
finally be synchronized in order to make nodes agree with the end of the . 

 Jelasity et al. (2005) proposed a simple synchronization schema used in a gossip based 
communication protocol. They consider that each node runs the gossip protocol for a predefined 
number of cycles; the protocol execution is divided in consecutive epochs of length ∆	= 	L ∗ M 
(where M is the cycle length); and nodes start a new instance of the protocol in each epoch. The 
synchronization is as follow: “when a node participating in epoch  receives a message tagged with 

epoch identifier N such that N > 	, it stops participating in epoch	 and instead starts participating in 

epoch N. In other words, the start of a new epoch acts as a synchronization point for the protocol 

execution forcing all nodes to follow the pace being set by the nodes that enter the new epoch first” 
(JELASITY et al., 2005). 

3.4.2 Meta-variables Dynamic Adjustment 
In Sub-section 3.3.5, we defined that the Learning Techniques Sub-module is responsible for 
implementing heuristics to learn and define/create new rules. This module is also responsible for 
accomplishing self-organizing tasks, such as self-optimization and self-healing. 
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For instance, to achieve self-optimization we can develop a simple heuristic in which 
sponodes dynamically adjust the threshold value. The threshold is related to how long a sponode 
will wait before initiating the communication process to change its role. For example, in live 
streaming scenario, a threshold can be related to the number of flows a node tolerates or services 
before “wishing” to become a reflector (i.e., before sending messages to its neighbors). To do it, 
sponodes need to identify the most suitable value(s) for the threshold according to the changing 
network behavior.  

3.4.3 The Communication Protocol 
In Sub-section 3.3.7, we described a simple communication protocol (MCP) for sending messages to 
neighbors periodically. However, one can consider instead the use of other communication 
protocols in RBSA. For instance, the main idea behind algorithms inspired by social phenomena is 
that the computational power of the inspired algorithms is correlated to the richness and 
complexity of the social behavior (NEME and HERNANDEZ, 2009). Similarly to bio-inspired 
algorithms presented previously, this type of solution is also based on interactions among 
individuals who have no information about the state of any of the other individuals. According to 
(NEME and HERNANDEZ, 2009), human social interactions tend to show a high level of diversity, 
leading to robust structures that may present a high level of stability.  

As described in previous Chapter, many authors have used gossip based communication. The 
common point about these works is that they make simple adaptations to the gossip protocol to 
manage resources in a large environment. This may benefit RBSA due to the robustness and 
scalability of the gossip based solutions. Beyond that, we also can adapt the communication 
protocol specifically for each application scenario.  

A proposal of protocol improvement will be presented in Section 4.7 for a specific scenario, 
that of video streaming. In order to decrease the amount of messages sent by sponodes, we 
establish that instead of sending to all neighbors, sponodes will select only the most interesting 
neighbor at a given moment.  

3.4.4 RBSA Limitations 
Sponodes could be able to perform different roles, however what may limit sponodes, making them 
unable to implement all roles could be for example their processing or storage capabilities. For 
instance, a sponode performing the router role requires the presence of different network 
interfaces, more processing and memory capacity than a traditional router, since it should be able 
to execute other tasks too (i.e., other types of specialized activities). This way, depending on the 
capability of sponodes, it could be crucial to decide which roles each sponode will be able to 
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perform. This information is configured in the Knowledge (roles and rules implementation) and 
Information (roles configurations) Modules.  

 A further possible limitation may be the extra cost (for instance, processing or storage) 
caused by constant changes of roles, since each role has its specific requirements. Thus, it is 
important that sponodes control their roles changings in order to decrease the associated costs and 
avoid instability.  

 Sponodes do not have knowledge about present or past decisions taken by other sponodes 
since information acquired during communication cycle is limited around their neighborhood. 
Hence, RBSA does not guarantee mutual exclusion and the problems that RBSA is applied to 
should admit the presence of concurrent sponodes performing the same role at same time. The 
communication cycle is defined in the Information Module and can be dynamically configured if 
some adapting algorithm is implemented by the Knowledge Module. Beyond this, since the RBSA 
does not guarantee mutual exclusion, we can also not provide aggregation functions that depend on 
a global variable, such as global medium, or global maximum, or global minimum. 

3.4.5 RBSA Advantages 
Sponodes could be able to perform different roles. They could be limited by their available 
processing or storage capabilities However, it is not mandatory that all sponodes in the network 
are able to perform all roles; they just need to agree through the communication protocol to 
cooperate with others, updating and disseminating information among their neighbors 
(implemented in the Communication Module). In this way, the roles of RBSA can be implemented in 
a gradual fashion, requiring agreement about the communication protocol only. 

The RBSA offers flexibility related to the implementation of different learning techniques 
and communication protocols in the Knowledge Module and the Communication Module, 
respectively. The agreement about which technique or transport protocol is being used currently 
should be configured in the Information Module. 

3.5 Practical Examples 
As said in Chapter 1, we know that considering a generic methodology, we have to deal with the 
trade-off between generality and precision. Because of that, we will present and describe two 
practical examples based on scenarios from Cloud Computing and Content Delivery Networks in 
order to show how RBSA can be tailored to support different applications cases. 
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3.5.1 Optimizing the live video streaming application 
Video streaming has been a very popular application over the Internet; it delivers live videos to the 
end users (or viewers). However, there are many challenges for video streaming delivery due to the 
architectural concept of the Internet; one of them is the amount of redundant traffic present in the 
network.  

We can adapt the RBSA in order to obtain a scalable autonomic strategy focused on reducing 
redundant traffic in an ISP network. Table VII shows the adaptation made in RBSA to comply with 
the requirements of the video streaming application. 

Table VII. RBSA for video streaming application 

Global  behavior Reduce redundant traffic and alleviate links in the network by 
creating a reflector node 

Monitored variable Number of flows of a video streaming from the same video server 
passing through a node 
Consumption of CPU, memory, and/or storage 

Metrics to decision 
taking 

Distance in hops to the original video server 
Resource (CPU, memory , and/or storage) availability  

Roles Router: it routes live streaming flows normally 
Reflector: it aggregates redundant flows and performs multicast 
Load balancer: it reroutes flows in order to balance the load in the 
network 

 

In this scenario, we establish that the desired global behavior is to reduce the redundant 

traffic in the network. To achieve this, when the amount of flows passing through a node 
(monitored variable) reaches a threshold, it becomes a candidate to become a reflector and starts 
the message propagation. When a sponode assumes a reflector role, it is able to aggregate flows and 
to perform multicast. 

The metric used to choose the best candidate is the distance in hops to the video server. 
Hence towards the end of the communication period, the best sponode will be the overloaded 
sponode with furthest distance, i.e., when this sponode becomes reflector it will alleviate a greater 
number of links by executing its new role. 

This live video streaming example and some of its improvements will be described in more 
details and analyzed in the next Chapter. 
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3.5.2 Caching content in a CDN 

A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is an overlay distribution network that allows content providers 
to offer a faster way to deliver their services to a large number of users, overcoming the inherent 
limitations of the Internet in terms of user perceived Quality of Service (PATHAN and BUYYA, 
2007). Surrogates (also called cache servers) are the key elements in a CDN, since they cache 
popular content at the edge of the Internet, close to end users, in order to avoid middle mile 
bottlenecks as much as possible (GLOBAL INTERNET PHENOMENA REPÓRT, 2012).  

 Al-Shayeji et al. (2010) make a comparative study about replica placement algorithms, and 
consider that the problem of replica placement is composed of a) replica server placement (that 
is the problem of finding suitable locations for surrogates); and b) replica content placement 
(that is the problem of finding the best surrogates for placing popular contents). Commonly, replica 
placement strategies make use of content popularity statistics to decide which one should be 
replicated to a specific surrogate. However, for a large number of requested content pieces and 
surrogates it is not feasible to solve this problem optimally in a reasonable time. 

 In this context, we can adapt RBSA to make sponodes able to decide autonomously which 
node assumes a surrogate role and then cache popular content. For this, we need to choose one of 
many strategies to identify which are popular contents. With this information, a sponode will 
decide if it needs to become a surrogate or if there is another more suitable sponode to cache the 
content. Table VIII shows the adaptations done in RBSA to support this CDN scenario.  

Table VIII. RBSA for caching content 

Global behavior Improve the content delivery by creating surrogates and 
replacing popular contents in them dynamically  

Monitored variable Popular content 
Number of flows 
Consumption of CPU, memory, and/or storage 

Metrics to decision 
taking 

Number of requests for the same content (obtained from some 
popular content detection algorithm) 
Number of neighbors (in order to choose the most centralized 
node) 

Roles Router: it routes flows normally 
Surrogate: it caches the most popular content 
Redirector: it redirects flows 
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 In this scenario, we define that the global behavior desired is to improve the CDN 
performance by assuming a surrogate role dynamically and replacing popular content. To do this, 
each edge node in a CDN should be able to detect which is the most popular content on the basis of 
local information (for simplicity, let us consider just the most popular, but we can adapt it easily for 
a list of most popular contents). When a specific content becomes popular, i.e., the number of 
requests from clients for a specific content reaches an established popularity threshold, the node 
becomes a surrogate candidate and initiates message exchange by sharing its most popular content 
at that moment. Many sponodes can start this process at different times due to different content 
that may turn popular; and an edge node is a surrogate candidate for a specific popular content. In 
the final, each edge sponode examines its LDB and, if the information stored is about itself, it 
decides to become a surrogate and will request a replica of the popular content from the server.  

 If we want to detect popular content rapidly we can adjust the threshold and cycle using low 
values, but we should take care and avoid successive behavior changes (becoming a surrogate and 
returning to a router can congest the network with content caching from server to surrogate 
unnecessarily, for instance). 

3.5.3 Negotiating VM migration 
A challenge that comes with virtualized environments is how to effectively manage the capacities of 
physical resources while increasing resource consumption by virtual machines. According to 
(VOORSLUYS et al., 2099), VM migration improves manageability, performance, and fault tolerance. 
The same authors make a point that we have good reasons to make use of VM migration: “the need 
to balance system load, which can be accomplished by migrating VMs out of 
overloaded/overheated servers, and the need of selectively bringing servers down for maintenance 
or upgrade after migrating their workload to other servers”. Currently, we know of many 
hypervisors allowing VM live migration (such as Xen11, KVM12, and OpenVZ13) that involves 
extremely short downtimes (ZHANG et al., 2010).  

 However, usually the live migration process is initiated and determined manually (PARK et 
al., 2009). In some cases (such as a flash crowd event), the manual and centralized live migration 
decision may be invoked too late and then the system may not respond as expected. Therefore, we 
can adapt RBSA to perform autonomic live migration negotiations in order to achieve load 
balancing, as shown in Table IX. 

                                                 
11 http://www.xenproject.org/ 
12 http://www.linux-kvm.org/page/Main_Page 
13 http://openvz.org/Main_Page 
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Table IX. RBSA for VM migration 

Global behavior Balance the load in physical nodes by using live migrations 
Save energy (server consolidation) by using live migrations 

Monitored variable Number of VM hosted in a physical node 
Consumption of CPU, memory, and/or storage 

Metrics to decision 
taking 

Number of VM hosted in a physical node 
Resource (CPU, memory , and/or storage) availability  
Distance (in order to avoid traffic congestion with VM 
migrations) 

Roles Balancer: distribute load among other nodes 
Saver: consolidate load in itself 

 In this scenario, we can define two different global behaviors: balancing the load in the 
network, by distributing the number of VMs among all physical machines; or save energy, by 
consolidating VMs in a minimum number of physical machines. The global behavior choice is set up 
in the Knowledge Module as a simple rule: enabling the right role according to the established 
goals. To achieve the first goal, nodes with the largest number of VMs hosted can negotiate VM 
migrations with nodes with the lowest number of VMs. For now, the negotiation is seen as a black 
box as we are not considering how it is executed. Anyway, we can use many metrics, such as CPU, 
memory and storage consumption, to decide which node changes its role. The analogy for the 
second goal follows the same idea, but in an inverse mode, since the goals are conflicting: nodes 
with the lowest number of VMs can negotiate migrations and can turn themselves off (or hibernate) 
to save energy. 

 In this scenario, a careful configuration of parameters (such as threshold and cycle length) is 
crucial, since goals are conflicting and live migrations have restrictions – it is not a good idea to 
execute many migrations due to the traffic overhead and VM executing instability. 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this Chapter, we presented the RBSA, a framework to create autonomic management in which 
sponodes are able to self-appoint roles based on local information. The RBSA was described based 
on Conceptual and Functional Model; the last one composed of Information and Knowledge 
Modules and five activities modules. A simple communication protocol was specified in order to 
exchange information between sponodes. 
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 An initial discussion was presented to improve RBSA performance; such as synchronism, 
messages and communication protocol improvement, and dynamic adjustment of threshold values. 
It was shown in Section 3.5 that RBSA can be applied in different scenarios to optimize different 
objectives, such as reducing redundant traffic in live video streaming and caching popular contents 
in CDNs with little semantics adaptations.   
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4 Autonomic Management for Live Streaming 
Application 

 

Taking into consideration the RBSA presented in Chapter 2, we developed an Autonomic 

Management for Live Streaming Application, named RBSA4LS. This can be used by a Cloud 
infrastructure provider to offer video streaming application optimizing its network resources usage 
autonomously. The main goal of this Chapter is to describe in details how RBSA can be instantiated 
to be used in a specific problem: optimizing link usage in an infrastructure provider that offers live 
video streaming application by using reflector and router roles.  

This Chapter is organized as follow: Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 describe our application 
scenario highlighting the main motivations and challenges in optimizing the live video streaming 
application; the autonomic strategy resultant of our RBSA4LS is presented and described in Section 
4.4; results of simulations are presented in Sections 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7; in Section 4.8 we propose an 
improvement in the Communication Protocol; the prototype is presented and analysis results are 
described in Section 4.9; finally, discussions and considerations are described in Sections 4.10 and 
4.11. The results obtained from this Chapter were published in (SANTOS et al., 2014) and (ENDO et 
al., 2014b). 

4.1 Motivation 
The Internet focuses on the dissemination of content to the network edges. Its users consume and 
produce shareable contents that should travel quickly over the core network. According to the 
Global Internet Phenomena Report (GLOBAL INTERNET PHENOMENA REPORT, 2012), taking into 
consideration North America, the real-time entertainment traffic is responsible for around 58.6% 
and 49.9% of aggregated traffic in peak periods from fixed access network (Figure 18(a)) and 
mobile access network (Figure 18(b)), respectively. 

Michel (2013), Director of Product Marketing at Akamai, says that “live video streaming has 
become an increasingly important part of the web content universe, as a variety of businesses and 
organizations attempt to capture a 'share of eyeball' and deliver richer, more HDTV-like 
experiences”. Zhuang and Guo (2011) also say that live streaming is becoming increasingly popular, 
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and it is expected to be more pervasive in the near future. At the same time, the quality 
expectations of these ever-increasing audiences continue to grow. The HD quality is becoming the 
de facto standard for all viewing experiences, from HDTV home viewing to "anywhere" viewing on 
mobile devices (MICHEL, 2013). However, the Internet presents challenges for live streaming 
delivery due to its own architectural concept with no end-to-end reliability or performance 
guarantees.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 18. Peak period aggregate traffic composition from (GLOBAL INTERNET PHENOMENA REPORT, 
2012) 

A solution to address some of these challenges is the caching strategy commonly utilized by 
CDN providers (NYGREN et al., 2010). According to (GLOBAL INTERNET PHENOMENA REPORT, 
2012), originally the CDN concept improved website performance by caching static and popular 
content at the edge of the Internet, close to end users, in order to avoid middle mile bottlenecks as 
much as possible. However, applications like live multimedia streaming have dynamic and non-
cacheable content, and then it is necessary to rethink the solution, as major CDN providers (such as 
Akamai14, Limelight15, and Internap16) have already done to support live streaming delivery with 
CDNs (ZHUANG and GUO, 2011). 

According to (SHARMA et al., 2003), multicast is a key enabler to transfer high-bandwidth 
multimedia broadcasts and seminars on IP networks, since multicast promotes reduction of 
network traffic and video server load. However, there are factors that contribute to turn IP-layer 
multicast into an unfeasible solution for live streaming. For instance, its commercial deployment 
has been very limited, mainly because in order to support IP multicast all components in the 
infrastructure (video source servers, video client devices, and intermediate routers) should be 
                                                 
14 http://www.akamai.com/ 
15 http://www.limelight.com/ 
16 http://www.internap.com/ 
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made multicast-aware. Thus the video clients and servers must have support to IP multicast 
reception in the TCP/IP protocol stack, and the network routers must be able to build packet 
distribution trees that allow sources to send packets to all clients (CISCO SYSTEM, 1999). 

Another aspect contributing for the difficulty in deploying IP-layer multicast is that the 
traditional multicast routing protocols, such as Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol 
(DVMRP), Multicast Open Shortest Path first (MOSPF), Protocol Independent Multicast Dense-Mode 
(PIM-DM), and Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse-Mode (PIM-SM) suffer from scaling 
problems (HANDLEY and CROWCROFT, 1999): 

• DVMRP and PIM-DM initially send data everywhere and also require routers out of the 
distribution tree to hold and prune state to prevent this flooding from persisting; 

• MOSPF requires all routers to know where all receivers are located; 
• PIM-SM needs pre-distribution of information about the set of core routers called 

Rendezvous Point (RP). Since traffic needs to flow to the RP, a RP cannot handle too many 
groups simultaneously; therefore many RPs are needed globally. 

Despite of some academic works having proposed infrastructure dedicated for the support of 
live streaming using CDNs and/or Clouds (such as (ZHUANG and GUO, 2011) and (CHEN et al., 
2012)), none of them is autonomic or focused on a virtualized infrastructure, i.e., they propose 
usage of centralized strategies for creating an overlay multicast with the surrogates or servers that 
are part of the CDN or Cloud infrastructure. Beyond this, authors in (CHEN et al., 2012), present a 
replica placement model for Cloud-based CDNs to minimize the cost for the provider and prove that 
the problem is NP-hard.  Other works in the Literature (such as (LI et al., 1999) and (KRISHNAN et 
al, 2000)) have already shown that the replica placement in general network topology is NP-
complete.  

As a result, looking for a new scalable autonomic strategy focused on reducing redundant 
traffic in a Distributed Cloud (DCloud) infrastructure can be seen as a potential field for research, 
development and innovation for dealing with these NP problems. In the next Section, we describe 
the DCloud infrastructure that is composed of geo-distributed resources located at datacenters.  

4.2 Distributed Clouds 
Current Cloud Computing providers mainly rely on large and consolidated datacenters in order to 
offer their services. The physical infrastructure is composed of many nodes (processing elements 
and network entities) to which users gain access through some virtualization technology. At the 
same time, small and geographically distributed datacenters can also be attractive for Cloud 
providers since this type of datacenters can offer a cheaper and low-power consumption 
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alternative that reduces the costs of large and centralized ones. These small and distributed 
datacenters can be built at different geographical regions and can be connected to form a 
Distributed Cloud (DCloud) ((GONÇALVES et al., 2012b), (CHURCH et al., 2008), (ALICHERRY and 
LAKSHMAN, 2012), (ENDO et al., 2001c), and (VALANCIUS et al., 2009)). We believe that this 
scenario gives a good opportunity to develop mechanisms to optimize the resources usage 
appropriated to this type of application in an innovative way.  

 We decided to use DClouds because we have more flexibility to deal with the resources 
within the infrastructure. We needed this flexibility as we are looking for applying an autonomic 
management strategy. In this way, we can make use of the Autonomic Clouds concept that 
emerged as a result of applying self-management properties of Autonomic Computing (see Chapter 
2 for more details) to Cloud Computing.  

4.3 Video Streaming Application in Distributed Clouds 
A video streaming application is a service that delivers live video to final users (viewers). The main 
objective of this application is to carry the video signal to viewers while assuring nearing high 
definition quality. Such objective is supported by well-dimensioned Streaming Servers (SS) and a 
content distribution network that spreads the video signal through several geographically 
distributed servers. One can identify three distinct stakeholders in this scenario: the Application 
Provider, the DCloud Infrastructure Provider, and the Viewer.  

• Application Provider: requests to the DCloud Infrastructure Provider (computational 
and network) resources to host a video streaming application. This streaming application 
is characterized by the Streaming Server (SS) requested harnessed to a specific 
geographical region. Beyond this, the Application Provider is responsible for producing 
the content of the video streaming application; 

• DCloud Infrastructure Provider: it is the provider responsible for accommodating 
different types of services on its physical infrastructure. The DCloud Provider can make 
use of virtualization technologies to deal with this heterogeneity of services. These 
services can be an IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS. However, the focus of this Doctoral Thesis is a 
DCloud Infrastructure Provider selling a specific solution for video streaming 
applications; and 

• Viewer: it is the end-user of the video streaming application that is hosted in the DCloud 
Infrastructure Provider. The viewer accesses the application though an edge router. 

Figure 19 shows an example of how we can host a video streaming service in a DCloud using 
virtualization technology: the SS (blue nodes) are responsible for providing the origin server and 
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for leading with video signals. The content distribution network makes the effective distribution of 
such signals to the viewers that have access to the SS through edge routers (green nodes). Any node 
in the infrastructure can be assigned as an edge router; if all nodes are edge routers, then it means 
that viewers can access the head-end through any node in the network. If a node is not an edge 
router or an SS, then it is a core router (red nodes). In Figure 19, we are considering an 
infrastructure with five edge routers, two SS providing different live videos, and eight core routers. 
The flows from SSs to viewers are highlighted in yellow; the width of the flow represents the 
network traffic in the path taken. 

 

Figure 19. DCloud provider offering a video streaming application 

This scenario makes possible several alternatives of management for a video streaming 
application. One of them is the creation of a virtual overlay network in the D-Cloud infrastructure. 
In this case, the virtual network would be modeled as a virtual forest: the SS would be the root 
server of this forest while the edge routers would form the content delivery network.   

To make use of our RBSA in the context of DClouds, a new role is introduced, namely, 
reflector. The reflector node acts as a flow concentrator in order to reduce the redundant flows for 
the same video server in the network. The main idea is that a node with many redundant flows 
from the same video streaming, be able to aggregate the traffic and redirect it to its clients. Since 
traditional mechanisms, such as caching and IP multicast, present many problems to support live 
streaming applications, we need to develop a new way to deal with this issue. In the next Section, 
we describe an autonomic solution based on RBSA, where a node is able to appoint itself as 
reflector autonomously depending on the network traffic and service requirements.  
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4.4 Autonomic Management for Live Streaming Application  
As described previous, an important mechanism for providers is to adapt the infrastructure 
network to the current load of requests. To achieve this, the provider could utilize an autonomic 
mechanism to manage reflector nodes according to the resource usage of each server using an 
autonomic solution based on RBSA - called RBSA4LS - described in next Sub-sections.  

The main idea is to favor nodes that are overloaded and further away from the video 
streaming server to become a reflector. Such choice would favor alleviating entire paths between 
the video server source and this node. 

4.4.1 RBSA instantiation for Autonomic Live Streaming  
In this Section, we will describe the RBSA instantiation to deal with our specific problem. For it, in 
addition to the general assumptions made in Section 3.2, the RBSA4LS strategy also made the 
following auxiliary assumptions: 

• Each node knows its distance in hops to the single video streaming server; 
• Each node knows how many redundant flows are passing by itself; 

Nodes in a network running RBSA4LS will decide to become a reflector based on two 
variables: a) the amount of flows and b) the distance in hops to the server. Table VII shows the 
adaptation made in RBSA4LS to comply with the requirements of the video streaming application. 
As described in, we established that the desired global behavior is to reduce the redundant traffic in 
the network. To achieve this, when the number of flows passing through a node (monitored 

variable) reaches the threshold, it becomes a candidate and starts the message propagation. The 
metric used to choose the best candidate is the distance in hops to the video server. Hence 
towards the end of the election period, the elected node will be the overloaded node with largest 
distance, i.e., when this node becomes reflector it will alleviate a greater number of links by 
executing its new role. 

Table X. RBSA4LS 

Global  behavior Reduce redundant traffic and alleviate links in the network 

Monitored variable Number of flows of a video streaming from the same video server 
passing through a node 

Metric Distance in hops to the original video server 

Roles Router: it routes live streaming flows normally 
Reflector: it aggregates redundant flows and performs multicast 
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4.4.2 Reflector Creation Cost 
Though not described explicitly, but there is a cost in the process of reflector creation. Should this 
not be the case, we would have an initial scenario where all nodes are reflectors, and then there is 
nothing anymore to do. However, when a node decides to become a reflector, it will allocate part of 
its computational resources to comply with this task, such as CPU and memory to receive, to 
analyze and to send messages; and to storage information in the LDB. In other words, there is an 
implicit cost related to the resource consumption of a node. 

This cost was not described explicitly in the RBSA4LS, but we can consider it indirectly when 
we configure the threshold value. As specified in Sub-section 3.3.7, when the monitored variable of a 
node reaches the threshold, the node starts message exchange in order to become a reflector. In this 
case, the threshold has the important role to trade off the network gain considering the flow 
aggregation against the resource consumption in a node. Therefore, the threshold value must be 
chosen carefully. The main idea is to start the flow aggregation process just when this gain 
compensates the resources consumption in the nodes. We consider that the threshold choice is a 
research issue and it is out of the scope of this Doctoral Thesis. 

4.5 Performance Analysis 
In order to analyze the RBSA4LS, we choose to use the NetLogo software (NETLOGO, 2013) that is a 
multi-agent programmable modeling environment as our underlying simulation tool. It is 
particularly well suited for modeling complex systems. By using NetLogo it is possible “to explore 

the connection between the micro-level behavior of individuals and the macro-level patterns that 

emerge from their interaction” (NETLOGO, 2013).  

 We divided the analysis in two parts: the first set of simulations was done with the goal to 
configure the RBSA4LS parameters and analyze their impact in the system. To do it, we used a 
random network composed of 50 nodes. The second set of simulations was done by using a real 
topology of a Tier 1 Internet Service Provider. The goal of the simulations is to evaluate the 
RBSA4LS behavior; more specifically, we intend to evaluate the following points: 

• Overhead: Caused by the exchange of messages between nodes; 
• Minimization of links load: Measuring efficiency and gain in the reduction of link load; 

and 
• Roles: How many nodes are performing specific a role. 
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4.6 Configuration Scenario 
The configuration scenario was used to analyze the influence of threshold and of cycle parameters 
(defined in Section 3.3.1). The topology is a random network composed of 50 nodes plus five edge 
nodes and one video server that are allocated randomly in each simulation. We have 50 topologies 
generated according to the Barabási-Albert model with only one initial node (i.e.,  Δm = 1 (LEWIS, 
2009)). The Barabási-Albert model (or preferential attachment) creates a topology composed of a 
few hubs with many connections and many nodes with few; this model can be founded in real 
world, such as the Internet topology, and social networks. Each combination of these factors 
composes an experiment what was repeated 50 times to obtain statistical confidence. 

4.6.1 Simulation parameters, factors and levels 
The video server sends video streams (flows) to clients located in the edge nodes. The clients 
connect to the service and are attached randomly (using a uniform distribution) to one of the five 
edge nodes. Each client starts one video flow and remains viewing the video during its lifetime. The 
time unit in NetLogo is measured in ticks, and 1 tick corresponds to 1 TU (time unit). Table XI 
summarizes the main parameters used in the simulations and their respective values. 

Table XI. Parameters and levels of configuration scenario 

Parameter Level 

Number of nodes 50 

Number of edge nodes 5 

Number of video streaming server  1 

Cost between links  1 

Mean of video streaming duration (exponential distribution) 5 ticks 

 

Table XII shows the factors of the experiment and their respective levels. The value 
exceptionally high 10000 for the threshold was used to represent the absence of the RBSA4LS, used 
as our reference comparison. The cycle factor is the amount of time units used to take a decision 
once message exchange was initiated. The arrival rate is the rate of the Poisson distribution used to 
model the clients joining the system, which is also the rate of creation of new video flows in the 
system because each client starts only one video flow.  
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Table XII. Factors and levels of configuration scenario 

Factors Levels 

Threshold 15, 20, 25, and 10000 flows 

Cycle 5, 7, 10, and 15 ticks 

Arrival rate (Poisson distribution) 10 and 20 clients per tick 

 

The stop condition was calculated based on the statistical error considering 95% of 
confidence on our two metrics: the average consumed bandwidth and the average number of 

messages exchanged between nodes. The bandwidth confidence is calculated as / ;79;/ =
1.96∗R
RS∗√; , where R̅ is a moving average made over the consumed bandwidth, V is the standard 

deviation of this average, and ; is the size of the time window used to compute the average that is 
500 times the cycle length. The message confidence is calculated similarly, but here the R̅ is a 
moving average made over the number of messages exchanged between nodes. Thus, in order to 
find a low variation between data collected in simulation, the simulation is executed until the 
statistical error drops to lesser than 5% for both metrics. 

4.6.2 Results 
This Section will describe the results obtained from the simulations. Since the objective of the 
strategies is to minimize the number of flows in the network, we define two metrics: bandwidth 
and messages. The bandwidth is measured as the sum of flows over each link in the network 
topology per tick, and the messages metric represents the number of messages exchanged between 
all nodes per tick. 

4.6.2.1 Bandwidth consumption 
Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the mean consumed bandwidth per tick and its respective 95% 
confidence intervals (axis y) for each topology (axis x) with cycle length equals to 5. We decided to 
show only the results with cycle 5 ticks, since it was the best case; anyway, the results with cycles 7, 
10 and 15 were similar and can be seen in Appendix I. Figure 20 and Figure 21 are related to four 
different thresholds (15, 20, 25, and 10000 flows), and to an arrival rate equal to 10 and 20 clients 
per tick, respectively.   
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Figure 20. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 5 and arrival rate = 10  

  

 
Figure 21. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 5 and arrival rate = 20  

 The setup of the graph (x-axis with topologies and y-axis with the metric) was purposely 
chosen in order to help the comparison of RBSA4LS with different threshold values and the case 
without RBSA4LS when using the different topologies. This occurs because even that the 50 
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networks have the same number of links and nodes, the way these nodes and links are arranged 
can influence the bandwidth consumption. However, as most confidence intervals for each 
threshold overlap, we can affirm that the difference in bandwidth consumption in most topologies 
cannot be statistically determined. 

 The behavior of RBSA4LS with thresholds 15, 20, and 25 flows is very similar with 
approximated values of consumed bandwidth and several overlapping confidence intervals. 
Moreover, for all topologies, the usage of RBSA4LS with any threshold value presents a significant 
gain in bandwidth consumption when compared to the cases without RBSA4LS (threshold = 10000 
flows). In the best case (cycle = 5 ticks and threshold = 15 flows), the mean bandwidth reduction is 
about 40%. 

 A general aspect to note in these results is that the cycle length has little influence in the 
consumed bandwidth, presenting only minor differences in the mean, which are statistically 
inexpressive (see graphics with difference cycle lengths in Appendix I). 

 The results show (more clearly than the graphs with arrival rate of 10 clients per tick) that 
the network topology influences the bandwidth consumption. But, again, most the confidence 
intervals are overlapping and, therefore, no statistical difference can be determined. 

 As expected, doubling the clients’ arrival rate (from 10 to 20 clients per tick), will also double 
the usage of the links in the network when RBSA4LS is not used. Thus, the bandwidth reduction will 
be much sharper than with the previous arrival rate value. In the best case (cycle = 5 ticks and 
threshold = 15 flows), the reduction reaches as much as 60%. Another aspect to be noted is that for 
all values of cycle length, the bandwidth consumption of RBSA4LS with threshold 15 is statistically 
lower than RBSA4LS with threshold 20 and RBSA4LS with threshold 25. This occurs because when 
we have a low value of threshold more early when nodes start message exchange and decide 
to become a reflector. In other words, if the threshold value is large, the nodes will then support 
more requests before starting message exchange, then they will consume more bandwidth. 

 The significant bandwidth reduction offered by RBSA4LS is cost-effective when compared to 
the scenario without RBSA4LS. Table XIII summarizes the mean bandwidth reductions in each case 
with cycle = 5 ticks. The reduction was 31% in the worst case and 59.71% in the best one. We can 
also note that a better bandwidth reduction is obtained with the lowest threshold. This occurs 
because when we have a low value of threshold, the nodes start message exchange earlier and 
decide to become a reflector.  
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Table XIII. RBSA4LS bandwidth reduction (cycle length = 5) 

Cycle 
(tick) 

Arrival Rate  
(clients per tick) 

Threshold  
(flows) 

Bandwidth  
(reduction in %) 

 
 
 

5 

 
10 

15 42.13 
20 35.93 
25 31.01 

 
20 

15 59.71 

20 49.89 
25 43.77 

 
 

7 
 

10 

15 40.45 
20 35.07 
25 30.43 

 
20 

15 58.27 
20 46.88 
25 40.63 

 
 

10 
 

10 

15 37.10 
20 33.42 
25 29.37 

 
20 

15 56.57 
20 42.06 
25 35.57 

 
 
 

15 

 
10 

15 30.34 
20 30.65 
25 27.56 

 
20 

15 54.48 
20 38.19 
25 29.55 

  

 In order to analyze the impact of different arrival rates, we concentrated all results in Figure 
22 and Figure 23. Each point of the graphics represents a mean of all simulations made for each 
topology, with its respective factors and levels in the legend. The confidence interval was omitted 
because it is very small and does not add any new insights in the analysis. The results show the 
reduction in bandwidth consumption provided by the usage of RBSA4LS in the network and 
highlight that such reduction has been more accentuated when more clients enter the system.  

 The graphics also show that using a short cycle offers just a marginal gain, while using a 
low threshold has a significant impact on the consumed bandwidth. A low threshold reduces the 
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consumed bandwidth because the entire system can react earlier and avoids spending a long time 
to add a new reflector in the network. 

 

 

Figure 22. Consumed bandwidth for arrival rate = 10  

 
Figure 23. Consumed bandwidth for arrival rate = 20 
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4.6.2.2 Message  
The message cost was modeled in Sub-section 3.3.7.3, and despite having the lower and the upper 
bound cases, it is difficult to model a message cost with more precision since it is strongly related to 
the network topology. In order to make a comparison with RBSA4LS, we considered that in each 
cycle, all nodes sent messages, i.e., we have the worst case in all cycles starting and we fixed cycle 
length to 5.  

 Figure 24 and Figure 25 show the mean of messages per tick for cycle 5 and arrival rate 10 
and 20, respectively. Again, the results with cycles 7, 10 and 15 were similar and can be seen in 
Appendix II. We note in Figure 24 and Figure 25 with sufficient statistical confidence that RBSA4LS 
with threshold 25 generates a lesser number of messages than RBSA4LS with threshold 15 and 
RBSA4LS with threshold 20. Due to scale difference, the worst case is not shown in these two 
graphics; we decide to show it in Figure 26 and Figure 27. 

 

Figure 24. Mean of messages for cycle = 5 and arrival rate = 10   

 The rationale behind this result is the same viewed in the bandwidth consumption, but with 
an inverse effect. On the one hand, with bandwidth consumption, a low threshold will activate the 
message exchange earlier and it will therefore promote the reduction in bandwidth consumption 
earlier. Onthe other hand, with a low threshold the message exchange process will be activated 
more times and the number of messages will increase. 
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Figure 25. Mean of messages for cycle = 5 and arrival rate = 20  

  

 When arrival rate is 20 clients per tick, RBSA4LS exhibits a behavior very similar for all 
values of threshold, as can be seen in Figure 25. This occurs because there are many active video 
flows in the network, and the lowest threshold value is enough to create all the reflectors needed. 
When the threshold value is increased the observed behavior is the same because the scenario is 
already saturated and nodes start exchanging messages early. 

 When we increase the cycle length value, we can note that the number of messages also 
increases. As stated earlier, this behavior is expected since the cycle length represents the time in 
which RBSA4LS exchanges messages to take a decision. 

 In order to analyze the impact of different arrival rates and the worst case scenario, we 
concentrated the results showed previously in Figure 26 and Figure 27. Each point of the graphics 
represents a mean of all simulations made for all topologies, with its respective factors and levels in 
the legend. Furthermore, we note that there is a variation when the cycle length is increased. This 
increase is expected since the cycle length means how long nodes will wait to take the decision to 
become a reflector, i.e., the higher the cycle length the higher the time to exchange messages and, 
consequently, the higher the number of messages exchanged in the system.  
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Figure 26. Mean of messages for arrival rate = 10  

 

 

 

Figure 27. Mean of messages for arrival rate = 20 
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 When the arrival rate is 10 clients per tick we can note that, if we fix the cycle value, when the 
threshold value increases, the mean of messages per tick decreases. It occurs for all cycles (5, 7, 10, 
and 15 ticks). As already explained, this signifies that the threshold impacts the number of 

messages, as it was expected since it represents the amount of time to take a decision after 
message sending was started by some nodes.  

 However, when the arrival rate is 20 clients per tick we can see that threshold value has a 
lower impact in the amount of messages per tick. It occurs because when the arrival rate is 20 
clients per tick, we have more active video flows in the network, consequently nodes will reach the 
defined threshold value quickly. Anyway, it is clear that the cycle length influences the number of 
messages. 

4.7 Cogent topology 
Cogent17 is a multinational Tier 1 Internet Service Provider ranked as one of the top five networks 
in the world. We use the Cogent topology available at the Topology Zoo site. Such topology ( 
Figure 28) covered only America and Europe and it was composed of 197 connection points and 
243 links. Such representation was processed to remove duplicated links and redundant paths. 

 
Figure 28. Cogent topology 

 We located the server at a node with just one link, and located edge nodes by using the same 
rule, totaling 21 edge nodes. Since the server could potentially be initially located at anyone of the 
different nodes, we repeated the experiment 50 times to obtain statistical confidence. Other 
parameters and levels were maintained as in the last scenario. However, the factors were adjusted 
and considering the results, we configured these factors as follows: the cycle length was set to 5 
ticks, the threshold to 20, and the arrival rate to 20 flows per tick.  

                                                 
17 http://www.cogentco.com 
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Table XIV. Parameters and levels 

Parameter Level 

Number of nodes 197 

Number of edge nodes 21 

Number of video streaming server  1 

Cost between links  1 

Mean of video streaming duration (exponential distribution) 25 ticks 

Threshold 15 flows 

Cycle 5 ticks 

Arrival rate (Poisson distribution) 20 clients per tick 

 

The stop condition was calculated based on the statistical error of 5% on our two metrics: the 
average consumed bandwidth and the average number of messages exchanged between 

nodes (in the same way of the first set of simulations); or 10000 ticks of simulation, whichever 
occurs first.  

 For comparison, we developed two centralized solutions: a static and an optimum. In the 
static solution (called static reflectors), reflectors are previously located in the Cogent topology 
and they are static, i.e., they perform the reflector role from start to the end of the simulations. The 
algorithm for the static configuration is shown in Figure 29. We can think of the static reflector 
solution behavior as a traditional multicast (in terms of bandwidth consumption) because all 
routers can pre-configured to operate in a multicast mode.   

 Note that all edge nodes may be seen as good reflector candidates (because they are far away 
from the video server and close to many clients). The static solution considers that all edge nodes 
are reflectors. Independently of the number of flows, in the static solution, a reflector node never 
changes its role. 

 As said previously, Chen et al. (2012) present a replica placement model for Cloud-based 
CDNs to minimize the cost for the provider and prove that the problem is NP-hard.  The model is 
similar to our problem, and our placement model can be seen in a Technical Report (PALHARES et 
al., 2014). However, in order to make a fair comparison, in terms of requirements with the 
simulation model, the second solution (called optimum reflectors) was adapted from (PALHARES 
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et al., 2014), and is modeled and described as follow: in this problem, we have a substrate network 
with client nodes (edges) and a video server, and we want to create a tree of reflectors in the 
substrate network in order to minimize the traffic in the substrate edges. In this model, we consider 
edge and video server vertices as reflectors, because we want to create a reflector tree, but they do 
not behave as a reflector. Note that, the edge nodes cannot be reflector parents and the video server 
needs no parent. Moreover, the server offers the same video content, and each node has a demand 
dk for the content. Non-edge nodes have dk =1. In this model, clients use the shortest path to the 
video server and reflectors are created only in this path. Table XV describes the variables we used 
to specify the optimum reflectors problem and Table XVI  presents the decision variables 
description. 

 

input: topology 

output: reflector nodes 

 

foreach node in topology 

 if (node.isEdge) 

    reflector.add(node) 

 else if (node.amountLinks – 1 > threshold)  
    reflector.add(node) 
 end if 

end foreach 

Figure 29. Static solution algorithm  

  

Table XV. Variables of optimum reflector solution 

Variables Description 

WX = (X, YX) The substrate network 

Z ⊂  The set of video servers  

Y ⊂  The set of edge nodes (represent our clients at network edge) 

/ ∈ ℝ^ The cost of edge node  or 1 otherwise 

9_ ∈ ℝ^ The current demand from node ` 
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Table XVI. Decision variables of optimum reflector solution 

Decision variables Description 

R ∈ a0,1b 1 if node  is a reflector and 0 otherwise 

cd ∈ a0,1b edge (i,j) is used to transmit some flow 

ed_ ∈ a0,1b 1 if data from node ` goes to its parent through edge (, N), and 0 otherwise 

 

Subject to the following constraints: 

cd ≤ R, ∀, N ∈ X (1) 

cd ≤ Rd, ∀, N ∈ X (2) 

"R


≤  − / − 1 (3) 

ed_ ≤ cd, ∀, N, ` ∈ X (4) 

∑ ed_d − ∑ ed_d = h
1,  ∈ Y
−1,  ∈ Z

0,  ℎ=A
 , ∀ ∈ X ∧ ` ∈ Y 

(5) 

In constraint (1), we defined that we can only use edge cd , if node  is a reflector; constraint 
(2) defines that we can only use edge cd	if node N is a reflector;  constraint (3) says that the number 
of reflectors is limited: we have no more than -/-1 extra reflectors, where / is the number of clients 
and  the total number of nodes; constraint (4) establishes that flow k can only go through edge (i,j) 
if we are using this edge; and in constraint (5), we define that if a node  is not an edge node or the 
server, it must conserve its number of flows, `. 

Finally, the objective function to minimize is: 

;e	""cd9d/
d

 

For this particular problem, we have a recurrence that solves this problem in polynomial 
time. We define our recurrence  j(, N, `, 8) to be the cost of the best allocation for the subtree with 
root being node i and  considering only its first j children, having k reflectors still available to be 
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allocated and l being the distance to the reflector above the root i. For each node node on the tree, 
we pre-compute an ordered list of children of that node and the j–th child of this node can be 
accessed by calling node.childAt(j). Calling node.lastChild() returns the last child of node node 
according to this order. 

The algorithm is originally called by  j(k9 , k9 . 8ℎ89(), , 0), where video is the 
video server node, video.lastChild() is its last child node, t is the total number of reflectors to be 
created, and the distance l is set to zero because the root node is considered to be a reflector. 

The base case of the recurrence is in line 2. This line checks if the current node i is a leaf node 
(i.e., an edge node). In this case, the cost associated to this border node is given by the cost of i 
multiplied by the length from i to the reflector above it. 

The first recurrence case is on line 7. In this case we do not allocate a reflector on current 
node i. We can allocate p reflectors of the k total on the subtree with root j. When we do that, there 
are still k-p nodes to be allocated on the j-1 first children of the current node i. The distance to the 
last reflector is l+1 for the subtree rooted on i.childAt(j) and still l for the current subtree rooted on 
i. Thus for each p with0	 ≤ j	 ≤ `, it costs  j(, N − 1, ` − j, 8) +  j(/ℎ89, /ℎ89. 8ℎ89(), j, 8 +
1) to do this allocation. 

The second recurrence case occurs from line 9 and so on. This happens only if we are 
considering the whole subtree rooted on i, with all its children (i.e., j is the last child of node i). In 
this case, we decide if we either allocate a reflector on i or not. If we do not allocate it, it is already 
covered on the previous loop (lines 7-8). If we allocate, there will be k-1 remaining reflectors to be 
allocated. Consider we allocate p of these k-1 reflector nodes for the whole subtree rooted on child j. 
Thus, there are still (k-1)-p reflectors to be allocated on the j-1 first children of i. Also, the last 
reflector for the subtree rooted at the current node i (considering the j-1 first children), is at 
distance 0 and for the subtree with root j it is at distance 1. Also, when we allocate the reflector on i, 
it costs l (the distance from i to the last reflector). Thus this allocation costs  j(, N − 1, (` − 1) −
j, 0) +  j(/ℎ89, /ℎ89. 8ℎ89(), j, 1) for each p with 0	 ≤ j	 ≤ ` − 1. 

Consider N as the number of nodes in the graph and p as the number of reflectors to allocate. 
When implemented using dynamic programming, this recurrence has m(nj) states, as the 
distance from a node to its parent is at most m(), the number of reflectors is p and there are at 
most m() pairs of parent-child. For each of these states, we take at most m() steps on the for 
loops of the algorithm. Thus, the time complexity of this algorithm is m(njn). 
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Algorithm: Optimal Algorithm 
Inputs: i,j,k,l; 
Output: best; 
1 best = INFINITE; 
2 if(isLeaf(i)) best = /*l;  
3 else  
4 if(j < 0) best = 0; 
5     else{ 
6        child = i.childAt(j); 
7        for(int p = 0; p <= k; p++)  
8           best = min(best, opt(i,j-1,k-p,l) + 
                   opt(child,child.lastChild(),p,l+1)); 
9        if(i.childAt(j) == i.lastChild())  
10        for(int p = 0; p <= k-1; p++)  
11              best = min(best, opt(i,j-1,(k-1)-p,0) +  
                       opt(child,child.lastChild(),p,1) + l); 
12 } 
13 return best; 

Figure 30. Optimum reflector solution algorithm  

 

In order to produce a fair comparison, the optimum reflector solution has as input the same 
number of reflectors created per cycle of the RBSA4SL. Figure 31 shows the mean of the total 
consumed bandwidth. RBSA4LS decreases the consumed bandwidth by about 85% when compared 
with the scenario without RBSA4LS. 

 
Figure 31. Mean of bandwidth in Cogent topology 
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In this scenario, besides bandwidth and messages, we added a new metric: number of 

reflectors created by cycle. The goal of this metric is to evaluate the number of nodes performing 
the reflector role per cycle compared to the static case, in which nodes are pre-configured as 
reflector and do not change the role. We do not compare with the optimum reflector solution 
because, as said previously, the reflectors placement for the optimum solution uses the output of 
RBSA4LS as input to calculate the optimum placement, and in this way they always present the 
same result for this metric. 

Figure 32 represents the mean of the number of reflectors per simulation (RBSA4LS and 
static reflectors solution), the maximum and the minimum amount of reflectors per simulation of 
RBSA4LS. We can note that RBSA4LS presents almost the same average number of reflectors than 
the static case. The number of times a node changes its role (from router to reflector and vice versa) 
depends on the arrival and lifetime rate configured (strongly related to the threshold value). 

With this result, we can deduct that in general, edge nodes are always favored to change their 
roles to reflector because of their distance to the video server and to the clients; this result also 
ratify the simulation model results presented in last Section.  

 
Figure 32. Reflectors per cycle in Cogent topology  
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4.8 Communication Protocol Improvement  
As discussed in Sub-section 3.4.3, we can improve the communication protocol according to the 
specific characteristics of the applications. If we have a tree-based topology with only one initial 
node, we could improve the amount of messages sent per sponode, by changing the neighbors who 
a sponode chooses to disseminate messages to: since the path of live video flows is always bound to 
the path between the video server and edge nodes, sponodes could select only active neighbors in 
this path, instead of all the neighbors. An active neighbor is a neighbor routing a live video 
streaming flow at that moment. This protocol improvement is called Flow-Aware MCP (FA-MCP). 

 Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the mean of messages sent per tick for the scenario with 50 
nodes described in previous simulations (Section 4.6) with arrival rates 10 and 20 clients per tick, 
respectively, and cycle value set to 5 ticks.  When we have an arrival rate of 10 (Figure 33), we can 
say, with sufficient statistical confidence, that FA-MCP with threshold 25 generates a smaller 
number of messages than FA-MCP with threshold 15; and FA-MCP with threshold 20 has several 
overlapping confidence intervals. In all three cases, FA-MCP presents a reduction gain of around 
34% in the number of messages sent per tick. When we double the arrival rate (Figure 34), we note 
that behavior is very similar to all three threshold values in both cases (MCP and FA-MCP), while 
we achieve a reduction gain in message overhead of around 36%. 

 
Figure 33. Mean of messages with Flow-Aware MCP for arrival rate = 10 
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 Figure 34. Mean of messages with Flow-Aware MCP for arrival rate = 20 

 

 Table XVII summarizes the mean of message reduction in each case with cycle = 5 ticks. The 
gain ranged between 34.66% in the worst case and 36.74% in the best case related to the 
respective values of RBSA4LS without FA-MCP. It is a preliminary result and other simulations with 
different values of cycles will be carried out. 

Table XVII. RBSA4LS with FA-MCP message reduction (cycle length = 5) 

Cycle  
(tick) 

Arrival Rate  
(clients per tick) 

Threshold  
(flows) 

Message 
(reduction in % related to 

RBSA4LS with MCP) 

 
 
 

5 

 
10 

15 34.98 
20 34.66 
25 34.68 

 
20 

15 36.74 

20 35.82 
25 35.42 

  

 With FA-MCP, we can also solve an RBSA4LS weakness: in the current version, if messages 
reach all sponodes in the network (i.e., the 	is large sufficiently to propagate a message through 
the whole network), we do not have situations where sponodes become reflectors simultaneously 
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because all sponodes will know who the best candidate is. In some cases, this would be interesting, 
because we can have bottlenecks in different locations in the network and multiple reflectors are 
then selected. With FA-MCP, we can have simultaneous reflectors, since messages will be 
propagated in an only direction - from edge nodes to video server - and if edge nodes are in 
different locations and distinct paths, they can become reflectors simultaneously. Results about 
consumed bandwidth can represent the FA-MCP gain in this aspect. Simulations have been done to 
collect these results. 

4.9 Prototyping 
In this Section, we describe and present a brief discussion about the technologies used to 
implement the prototype, and show and discuss the performance analysis results. 

4.9.1 Technologies 
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a paradigm that promises to provide networks the ability of 
extend control over traffic flows. In this way, relevant traffic can be explicitly routed to and tackled 
by network control elements with specific security and management policies. The main 
characteristic of SDN resides in the clear separation of the data (or forwarding) plane and the 
control plane. SDN research and practical architecture designs are driving today’s technology to 
embrace the concept of programmability of data plane devices along with an abstract layer for the 
control plane (OPENFLOW, 2013). 

 SDN has been receiving a great attention from the Internet research community, since it has 
the potential to be a breakthrough technology that is capable of adding functionality to network 
environments (e.g. datacenters, cloud computing) by placing the functions outside the data plane 
((BIG SWITCH NETWORKS, 2012), (OPEN NETWORKING FOUNDATION, 2012), and (PAN  and  
NADEAU, 2012)). As a clear example, OpenFlow technologies allow networks to be more 
controllable and it is currently considered the first practical solution of a network operating system 
(MCKEOWN et al., 2008). This technology was used by Google to deploy an OpenFlow Software 
Defined Networking solution in its datacenter infrastructure, aiming at building a centralized 
Traffic Engineering (TE) service (GOOGLE OPENFLOW CASE STUDY, 2012).  

 Due to the potential capabilities of OpenFlow, we decided to use it as the underlying 
technology of our prototype. More specifically, we employ the OpenFlow interface to configure the 
forwarding tables in the nodes. However, we decided to adopt a different strategy to control the 
nodes. Instead of using only one centralized SDN controller, in our solution each node has its local 
controller and takes decisions in an autonomic way (Figure 35). 
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 Note that putting a controller for each node in the network is an idea proposed by us. This 
extension will allow a configurable network interface on each node with a controller that executes 
an application that makes autonomic decisions. Several controllers can be adapted for this feature 
as NOX, Beacon, POX18, Maestro19; we decided to use the FloodLight20 because it supports OpenFlow 
switches and offers modules to create Java-based applications and extend its functionalities. 

 

Figure 35. Prototype solution 

 The video server is a Java application that sends a non-CBR (Constant Bit Rate) video to 
clients using UDP; and clients are also a Java application without a GUI (Graphic User Interface) that 
receives packets and analyzes packets. We decided to use clients in virtual machines because we 
can handle the creation of more clients easily (in the case to scale the experiments with more 
clients). Video information (packet) is actually a snapshot of the video frame and the audio is the 
set of bytes from each audio sample. There is also control traffic in form of KEEPALIVE messages 
between the client and the server. This way, if the server stops receiving the KEEPALIVE messages 
from a specific client, it marks that client as inactive and stops sending video information to it. 

4.9.2 Prototype infrastructure 
We developed a prototype in order to verify the RBSA4LS implementation viability in a real 
infrastructure. The prototype was implemented using the Lanners FW-8760A Linux boxes with 
16GB RAM, 1.5TB HDD, and Intel Core i7. We have just one of these Lanners with a small different 
configuration (8GB RAM instead of 16GB). All machines were configured with Ubuntu 12.04, the 
QEMU 1.0 virtualizer with KVM hypervisor, the Libvirt 0.9.8, and the OpenVSwitch 1.4.6 virtual 
switch. 

 We configured our environment with ten physical machines: one video server, four 
routers/reflectors (RR) and five machines with virtual machines to behave as clients (C), as it is 

                                                 
18 http://www.noxrepo.org/pox/about-pox/ 
19 https://code.google.com/p/maestro-platform/ 
20 http://www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight/ 
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shown in Figure 36. The RR 4 is the Lanner with less memory than the others (as described 
previously). 

 
Figure 36. Topology and machines functionalities 

4.9.3 Prototype performance analysis 
We created two scenarios with different numbers of clients by using the same environment shown 
in Figure 36. In the first scenario, we added the maximum of 30 clients. Table XVIII lists the 
parameters we used to configure RBSA4LS; and  

Table XIX shows all the events we planned to occur during our experiment with 30 clients to 
evaluate the reflector consumption. 

 We ran a set of 30 experiments and the graphics that will be shown in next Sub-Sections 
represent the best behavior we found among the experiments and the mean behavior of all 
experiments. For the performance analysis, we used the following metrics:  

• CPU system utilization in each router/reflector; 

• Memory consumption in each router/reflector; and 

• Total bandwidth in each interface of routers/reflectors nodes in order to observe the 
reflector behavior in each one. 

 CPU utilization and memory consumption represent the cost; and bandwidth represents the 
gains of running a reflector role in a node.  
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Table XVIII. Parameters and values 

Parameters Value 

Threshold 5 flows 
Cycle 22 s 

Message rate 2 s 

 

Table XIX. Events configured in the scenario with 30 clients 

Time 

(in seconds) 
Event Number of flows 

Role  

(RR 1) 

Role  

(RR 2) 

Role  

(RR 3) 

Role  

(RR 4) 

55 Start 5 clients 5 Router Reflector Router Router 

175 Start 3 client 8 Router Router Router Reflector 

295 Start 4 clients 12 Router Router Reflector Reflector 

415 Start 18 clients 30 Router Router Reflector Reflector 

445 Finish all clients - Router Router Reflector Reflector 

   

 Figure 37 shows the graphics of CPU utilization of each router/reflector compared with our 
baseline scenario (the same scenario without the RBSA4LS). As we can see, RBSA4LS consumes 
more CPU than the baseline in all routers/reflectors, as expected, however with a minimal 
difference. 
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(a) CPU of RR1 (b) CPU of RR2 

 

(c) CPU of RR3 

 

(d) CPU of RR4 

Figure 37. CPU utilization in each router/reflector (scenario with 30 clients) 

  

 Figure 38 shows the memory consumption in each router/reflector compared with our 
baseline scenario (the same scenario without the RBSA4LS). As we can see, RBSA4LS consumes 
more memory than the baseline, as expected because we have an extra application running over the 
routers. Recall that the RR 4 has less memory than all other RRs and because of this, it consumes 
more memory in general. 

(a) Memory of RR1 (b) Memory of RR2 
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(c) Memory of RR3 (d) Memory of RR4 

Figure 38. Memory consumption in each router/reflector (scenario with 30 clients) 

  

 Figure 39 shows the graphics of bandwidth consumption at the output interface to the video 
server of each router/reflector compared with our baseline scenario. The behavior of reflector is 
clearly observed when the number of clients in each router exceeds the pre-configured threshold.  

  

 

(a) RR1 
 

(b) RR2 
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(c) RR3 

 

(d) RR4 

Figure 39. Bandwidth consumption in each router/reflector (scenario with 30 clients) 

 The first router to become a reflector is RR2 (Figure 39.b), and then RR4 (Figure 39.c) and 
finally RR3 (Figure 39.d). As we can see, when the RR2 performs the reflector role, its behavior 
impacts positively in the RR1 bandwidth consumption (Figure 39.a). When the number of clients 
increases, RR4 becomes a reflector and RR2 decides to perform router role back because RR4 now 
aggregates all the flows to clients behind him resulting in RR2 not reaching the threshold. In this 
way, each router takes local decisions (to perform reflector or router role) that can improve the 
overall network bandwidth usage. 

 

 
Figure 40. Mean bandwidth consumption in RR2 

  Let´s consider the bandwidth metric at RR 2. Figure 40 shows the mean bandwidth of all 30 
experiments per time, and we can see mean bandwidth graphic is very similar to only one 
experiment (Figure 39.b) presenting smoothing in peaks and decreases. The boxplot of RBSA4LS 
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bandwidth is represented in Figure 41. The mean, the upper and lower quartile of all experiments 
are almost at the same levels. Table XX shows the summary of statistical metrics for the 
experiments with 30 clients. 

 
Figure 41. Boxplot of mean bandwidth at RR 2 (scenario with 30 clients) 

 

Table XX. Summary of 30 clients experiments (Bandwidth) 

Solution Mean Standard Deviation Maximum 

Baseline 6595 4804.549 16670 
RBSA4LS 827.40 1298.09 10010 

  

 In order to increase the statistical confidence to our experiments, we applied the Kruskal–
Wallis test (HOLLANDER et al., 2013) considering the mean of all 30 RBSA4LS experiments and we 
obtained j − k8> = 0.4651, meaning that our samples are statistically equivalent. Based on this 
result, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) (HOLLANDER et al., 2013) between only 
one sample of our baseline and one sample of RBSA4LS and obtained j − k8> < 	2.2−16. Since 
p-value is very small we can conclude that they are sample statistically different, as expected.  

 The ECDF (Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function) of baseline and RBSA4LS bandwidth 
are shown in Figure 42.a and Figure 42.b, respectively. As we can see, 80% of baseline bandwidth 
is below 10000kbps, while 80% of RBSA4LS bandwidth is less than 1000kbps.  
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(a) Baseline ECDF (b) RBSA4LS ECDF 

Figure 42. ECDF of bandwidth (30 clients) 

 

 In the second scenario, we want to analyze the scalability of our solution; in this way, we 
increased the number of clients from 30 to 140 and used the same parameters configuration of the 
last scenario (see Table XVIII) with two differences: now, the threshold is 10 and only RR2 is able to 
become reflector. We chose to do this in order to stress just one router/reflector and observe its 
behavior under a big scenario.  

 Beyond the three metrics used in the first scenario (CPU, memory and bandwidth), we also 
measured two other Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics that reflects the clients’ experience in 
regard to the service: 

• Received packets in all clients; and 

• Dropped frames in all clients. A frame represents a set of packets needed to reproduce a 
part of the video. Dropped frames represent the number of frames that arrived late and 
because of this they were not reproduced by the clients.  

 

Table XXI shows the events we planned to be executed in our experiment in this second scenario. 
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Table XXI. Events configured in the scenario with 140 clients 

Time 

(in seconds) 
Event Number of flows 

Role  

(RR 1) 

Role  

(RR 2) 

Role  

(RR 3) 

Role 

(RR 4) 

55 Start 9 clients 9 Router Reflector Router Router 

175 to 205 Start 131 clients 140 Router Reflector Router Router 

565 Kill 131 clients 9 Router Reflector Router Router 

685 Kill 9 clients - Router Reflector Router Router 

685 Kill all processes - Router Router Router Router 

 

 Figure 43 shows the CPU consumption (a), memory consumption (b), total bandwidth 
consumption (c), and the mean of bandwidth consumption (d) of the RR2. We can see that CPU and 
memory have little impact when we increase the number of clients, i.e., they present a similar 
consumption even when we increased (almost 5 times) the number of clients. This behavior 
corroborates to the scalability of our solution.  

 The reflector behavior is maintained as expected, minimizing the bandwidth usage. Figure 
43.d shows the mean bandwidth of all 30 experiments per time. As we can see, the mean curve is 
very similar to our experiments individually, with a smoothing in the peaks/decreases.  

 The boxplot of mean bandwidth of 30 experiments can be seen in ; the graphic shows two 
outlines in our experiments (experiments 18 and 21). These outliers occurred due to software 
failure; more precisely the agents implemented in the prototype to monitor flows and to decide 
about become or not a reflector did not work as expected. Table XXII shows the summary of 
statistical metrics for the experiments with 140 clients.  
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(a) CPU consumption 

 

(b) Memory consumption 

 

(c) Bandwidth consumption 

 

(d) Mean bandwidth consumption of all 30 
experiments 

Figure 43. Results of RR2 (scenario with 140 clients) 
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Figure 44. Boxplot of mean bandwidth (140 clients) 

Table XXII. Summary of experiments with 140 clients (Bandwidth) 

Solution Mean Standard Deviation Maximum 

Baseline 27870 19861.2 47160 
RBSA4LS 2970 4897.171 30440 

 

 In order to increase the statistical confidence to our experiments, we applied the Kruskal–
Wallis test considering the mean of 28 RBSA4LS (without the two outliers) experiments and we 
obtained j − k8> = 0.4651, meaning that our samples are statistically equivalent. Based on this 
result, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) between only one sample of our baseline 
and one sample of RBSA4LS and obtained j − k8> < 	2.2−16. Since p-value is very small we can 
conclude that they are sample statistically different, as expected. 

  Figure 45 shows the ECDF of baseline and RBSA4LS bandwidth and, as we can see, 80% of 
baseline bandwidth is less than 45000kbps, while RBSA4LS is below 5500kbps with the same 
percentage.   

 The bandwidth consumption is limited by the network capacity (the practical maximum 
experienced by the application used is 45 Mbps) and by the video server application. If we observe 
the other two interfaces of RR2 - RR2-RR3 (Figure 46.a) and RR2-RR4 (Figure 46.b) – between the 
video server and the clients, we can see that in addition to the minimization of the overall 
bandwidth, we can also achieve a better quality of video. 

 This happens because the RR2 has only one 100Mbps link to the video server which is not 
enough to serve all 140 clients in our experiment. However, when we have RR2 acting as a reflector, 
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the link from RR2 to video server is alleviated and the RR2 can use the joint capacity of both 
100Mbps interfaces it has with RR3 and RR4. In this way, the client receives a better quality video 
when RR2 is a reflector than when it is a router. 

(a) Baseline ECDF (b) RBSA4LS ECDF 

Figure 45. ECDF of bandwidth (140 clients) 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 46. Bandwidth of RR2 interfaces (scenario with 140 clients) 

 Figure 47.a shows the mean received packets per active clients of only one experiment and 
Figure 47.b shows the mean received packets per active clients of all 30 experiments. Figure 47.c 
represents the total received packets per active clients. We are calling active clients the total 
number of clients watching the video at that moment. Since clients arrive at different times (see  
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Table XXI), we have a different number of active clients per time. As we can note that, RBSA4LS can 
deliver more packets than the baseline. 

 

 
(a) Mean received packets per clients of an 

experiment 

 (b) Mean received packets per clients of all 
experiments 

 

(b) Total received packets per active clients 

Figure 47. Received packets (scenario with 140 clients) 

  

 Figure 48.a represents the mean dropped frames per active client for only one experiment 
whereas Figure 48.b depicts the mean dropped frames per active clients of all 30 experiments. See 
that RBSA4LS drops fewer packets than the baseline. Figure 48.c shows the total dropped frames 
per active clients. We can note that when we have RR2 acting as a reflector, the RBSA4LS stables 
the amount of dropped frames while the baseline increases this value. 
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(a) Mean dropped frames in an experiment 

 
(b) Mean dropped frames in all 30 experiments 

 

(c) Total dropped frames per active clients 

Figure 48. Dropped frames (scenario with 140 clients) 

 Putting this information together with the bandwidth consumption showed in Figure 46, we 
can confirm that we have a better QoS (about the live streaming application) being delivered to 
clients. 

4.10 Discussion  
RBSA has many configurable parameters (such as cycle and threshold) and through simulations we 
analyzed the impact of each one in our metrics (bandwidth and messages). When we increased the 
cycle length value, we noted that the number of message exchanged by the protocol also increased. 
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As it was said, this behavior is expected since the cycle length represents the time in which 
RBSA4LS exchanges messages to take a decision.  

 The results showed that a short cycle offers just a marginal gain, while a low threshold has a 
significant impact on consumed bandwidth. A low threshold reduces the consumed bandwidth 
because the entire system can react earlier and avoid spending a long time to add a new reflector in 
the network. 

 In a real topology, we compared the RBSA4LS with an optimum solution and despite the 
obtained bandwidth minimization being worst, the number of simultaneous reflectors per cycle is 
better in RBSA4LS than in the optimum case. It is an important aspect because, as the results 
demonstrated, in the optimum case, we need more than double of reflectors of RBSA4LS and this 
impacts directly on the cost of implementation. 

 An important point highlighted in our motivation (Section 4.1) was about the traditional 
multicast protocols that suffer from scalability and extra overhead issues. Through our prototype, 
we could realize a proof of concept for the RBSA4LS solution and verified its implementation 
viability and scalability in a real infrastructure. We analyzed from two main perspectives: first from 
the infrastructure owner perspective and then from a clients’ perspective. From the infrastructure 
owner it is clear that bandwidth gain can be considerable, as expected. Also, it is clear that running 
the reflector results in more CPU and memory consumption although the solution seems to scale 
well. From the clients’ point of view, Quality of Experience (QoE) is enhanced with less dropped 
frames and more packets are received in general by all clients.  

4.11  Concluding Remarks 
This Chapter presented an RBSA adaptation to support the autonomic optimization for a video 
streaming application, called RBSA4LS. The main feature of the RBSA4LS is the exchange of 
messages between sponodes to decide who will change its role (to a reflector or a router). It is 
important to note that each cycle can have more than one router becoming a reflector. This can 
occur if there is no convergence in the exchange of information due to short cycle size. This lack of 
information is expected in autonomic systems and of course the system itself is regulated to correct 
any errors. 

 The results showed that RBSA4LS presents the best results with a small cycle length and low 
threshold value. An important point to highlight is the fact that adopting small cycles causes less 
message exchange between routers. It also was shown that a little modification in the 
communication protocol reduces the message overhead. However, different applications and 
topologies have their own peculiarities and it is necessary to analyze and understand beforehand 
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what changes can be done in order to improve the overall performance and at same time to 
maintain the global objective of the protocol. 
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5 Autonomic Caching Management Strategy 
 
 

Taking into consideration the RBSA presented in Chapter 2, we instantiated and developed another 
autonomic management strategy. The new strategy is for creating dynamic surrogates in Content 
Delivery Networks (CDNs), and is called Autonomic Caching. It can be used by a CDN provider to 
optimize its network resources usage and improve the content delivery to end users autonomously. 
The main goal of this Chapter is to describe in details how RBSA can be instantiated to solve this 
CDN problem: optimizing link usage in a CDN provider by using surrogates and router roles.  

This Chapter is organized as follow: Section 5.1 describes the motivation to improve the CDN 
optimizing the link usage in CDNs; the problem of replica placement is presented in Section 5.2; our 
proposal for autonomic management of surrogates in CDNs is described in Section 5.3; results of 
performance analysis and an improvement are presented in Section5.4; in Section 5.5, we discuss 
the results; and considerations are delineated in Section 5.6. The results from this Chapter were 
submitted in conference and journal.  

5.1 Motivation 

CDN is an overlay distribution network that allows content providers to offer a faster way to deliver 
their services to a large number of users, overcoming the inherent limitations of the Internet in 
terms of user perceived Quality of Service (PATHAN and BUYYA, 2007).  

 The CDN is composed of content-delivery, request-routing, distribution and accounting 
infrastructures. The content-delivery infrastructure consists in a set of surrogates (also called 
cache servers or edge servers) that are the key elements in a CDN, since they cache popular 
content at the edge of the Internet, close to end users, in order to avoid middle mile bottlenecks as 
much as possible (GLOBAL INTERNET PHENOMENA REPORT, 2012). According to (MOREIRA et al., 
2011), “during a flash crowd event, for instance, it should be possible to replace surrogates to keep 

them closer to the source of the event, decreasing the startup delay experienced by clients”. The 
request-routing service is responsible to for redirecting clients to more appropriate surrogates and 
to interact with the distribution infrastructure to update contents stored in CDN caches. The 
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distribution infrastructure performs copying of contents to the surrogates and ensures the 
consistency. Finally, the accounting infrastructure maintains clients’ logs and CDN servers records 
in order to store information about billing and traffic. 

 Al-Shayeji et al. (2010) show a comparative study about replica placement algorithms, and 
consider that the problem of replica placement is composed of a) replica server placement (that 
is the problem of finding suitable locations for surrogates); and b) replica content placement 
(that is the problem of finding the best surrogates for placing popular contents). Commonly, replica 
placement (RP) strategies make use of popularity statistics to decide which content should be 
replicated to a specific surrogate. However, for a large number of requested content pieces and 
surrogates it is not feasible to solve this problem optimally in a reasonable time. An alternative is to 
think of using a distributed solution, in which we could create surrogates autonomously, 
considering, for instance, the number of flows and the distance to the content server (or origin 
server). In the next Section, we describe the Replica Placement problem in more detail in order to 
clarify how RBSA can be used in a CDN context. 

5.2 Replica Placement  

The general RP problem is modeled as a physical topology (represented by a graph), a set of clients 
requesting services, and some servers to place on the graph. Karlsson et al. (2002) say that an RP 
Algorithm (RPA) typically groups these aspects into two different components: the problem 
definition, which consists of a cost function to be minimized under some constraints; and a 
heuristic, which is used to search for near-optimal solutions in a feasible time frame, since the 
defined problems are usually NP-complete.  

 Many algorithms have been proposed to solve replica placement (RPA). Works as (PALLIS, 
2012), (KANGASHARJUM and ROBERTS, 2002), (QIU et al., 2001), (YANG and FEI, 2003), and 
(JAMIN et al., 2001) fit into the type of static placement. Qiu et al. (2001) propose three different 
algorithms to solve the K-median problem in CDNs: Tree-based algorithm, Greedy algorithm, and 
Hot Spot algorithm. The Tree-based solution assumes that the underlying graph is a tree that is 
divided into several small trees, placing each server in each small tree. The Greedy algorithm places 
servers one at a time in order to obtain a better solution in each step until all servers are allocated. 
Finally, the Hot Spot solution attempts to place servers in the vicinity of clients with the greatest 
demand. The results showed that the Greedy Algorithm for replica placement could provide CDNs 
with performance that is close to optimal. 
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 According to (VICARI et al., 2007), a major limitation of static replica placement is in 
neglecting the dynamics in the user requests traffic. Taking this aspect into consideration, we 
embrace another RPA type: the dynamic replica placement ((PRESTI  and BARTOLINI, 2005), 
(PRESTI and PETRIOLI, 2007), (RODRIGUES et al., 2013), (KRISHNAN et al., 2000), (NEVES et al., 
2010), and (CHEN et al., 2002)). Dynamic RPAs perform adaptations during execution time.  

 Khan (2009) discussed a robust replica placement for improved performance under the 
uncertainty of random server failures while Xu (2005) also introduced QoS awareness. Presti and 
Petrioli (2007) proposes an RP variant considering a trade-off between the load of requests per 
content and the number of replica additions and removals. Their solution considers that each 
server in the physical topology decides, based on thresholds, when to clone overloaded contents or 
to remove the underutilized ones. Such decisions also encompass the minimization of the distance 
between clients and the respective accessed replica. A similar problem is investigated in (NEVES et 
al., 2010), but considers constraints on the QoS perceived by the client. The authors propose a 
mathematical offline formulation and an online version that uses a greedy heuristic. The results 
show that the heuristic presents good results with minor computational time. Rodrigues et al. 
(2013) propose a dynamic RPA strategy, called Flow Count Strategy, similar to the Greedy strategy 
from (QIU et al., 2001) which is based on the level of data flows through the network. Even though 
there are many solutions, they were developed in a centralized fashion; hence, to take a decision to 
place a replica, it is necessary to gather information about the entire system. 

 Some other works present specific RPA solutions for a hybrid CDN-P2P architecture which 
opportunistically combines the advantages of CDNs and P2P networks. Khalaji and Analoui (2013), 
and Jiang et al. (2009) take into consideration the distribution of peers to propose solutions to 
optimize the replica placement. Also, Wang et al. (2010) propose a decentralized solution for CDN-
P2P architectures in which each surrogate performs the replica placement according to local 
information; however, they focus on a solution based on ring based topologies.  

5.3 Autonomic Management for CDN 
As stated previously, an important mechanism for CDN providers is to adapt the infrastructure 
network according to the current client requests. To achieve this, the CDN provider could make use 
of an autonomic mechanism to manage surrogates nodes using an autonomic solution based on 
RBSA - called Autonomic Caching - described in next Sub-sections.  

The main idea, adopted by our RBSA inspired approach, is to favor nodes that are 
overloaded and close to clients to become a surrogate. Such choice would favor alleviating entire 
paths between the origin server and end users.  
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5.3.1 RBSA instantiation for Autonomic Caching 
Table XXIII shows the adaptations done in RBSA to support this CDN scenario. We called our 
solution Autonomic Caching and our main objective is to improve the CDN provider gains mainly 
regarding bandwidth, while minimizing the network traffic costs. We state that the global behavior 
desired is to improve the CDN performance by assuming a surrogate role dynamically to replicate 
popular content. To do this, each node in a CDN should be able to detect the number of flows that is 
routed through itself. When a specific node is routing a high number of flows, i.e., the number of 
flows from clients to the content server reaches an established flow threshold (represented by the 
variable named threshold), the node becomes a surrogate candidate and initiates a message 
exchange by sharing its number of flows at that moment with its neighborhood. 

Table XXIII. Autonomic Caching characteristics 

Global behavior Improve the content delivery by creating surrogates and 
replacing popular contents in them dynamically  

Monitored variable Popular content 
Number of flows 

Metrics Number of requests for the same content  

Roles Router: it routes flows normally 
Surrogate: it caches the most popular content 

   

 Many nodes can start this process at different times due to the influence from different events 
in a specific area, such as, some content that may turn very popular as in a flash crowd event. 
Initiating this process also independs on the position of the node in network topology. A certain 
node may sit on the path towards other Autonomous Systems (ASes) summing up all their inbound 
and outbound flows. Thus, it may be a potential candidate for becoming a surrogate. At the end of a 
communication cycle, each node examines its database and may decide to become a surrogate, 
replicating a popular content from the origin server according to a well-known caching object 
replacement algorithm, for instance, the LRU (Least Recently Used). 

 Beyond this, as CDNs have particular characteristics and functionalities, when a node 
becomes a surrogate, it also needs to inform the request redirector that there is a new surrogate in 
the CDN. This is necessary because the request redirector is still a central entity that must know of 
all available surrogates in the CDN before redirecting clients to them. 
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 When a node is performing the surrogate role, it should continue to actively monitor flows 
because it is necessary to identify when the amount of flows is lower than a second threshold, 
which will trigger a role change from surrogate back to router. This role change must also trigger a 
communication between the node and the request redirector reporting the role change.   

5.4 Performance Analysis 

We implemented our proposed Autonomic Caching in the simulator proposed by Rodrigues et al. 
(2013). We also compared our autonomic strategy with the Greedy Strategy (QIU et al., 2001) and 
the Dynamic Placement strategy proposed by Moreira et al. (2011).  

 The Dynamic Placement, hereinafter referred to as simply Dynamic CDN, is similar to the 
Greedy Strategy, named Traditional CDN or just CDN. Nonetheless it can adapt the CDN to changes 
in network conditions, triggering a repositioning of surrogates. Since Autonomic Caching may 
change the surrogates’ configuration over time, a dynamic caching approach yields a fair 
comparison. It is important to notice that, for all the results presented in this Chapter, the caches 
detain all content from the start; in other words, there will never be a cache miss. This choice was 
deliberately made in order to focus our evaluation on Replica Placement conditions, disregarding 
the influence of cache content management strategies. 

5.4.1 Scenario description 
All scenarios have a total of 353595 requests distributed in about 21600 seconds. The workload of 
requests was generated with MediSyn (TANG et al., 2003). The scenarios also have a baseline traffic 
with 200001 requests for 220 objects and it is distributed over all ASes according to an exponential 
distribution arrival time. Table XXIV illustrates the scenario parameters. 

Table XXIV. Scenario parameters 

 Baseline traffic Flash crowd 1 Flash crowd 2 

Start time (in seconds) 0 3600 7200 

Finish time (in seconds) 21600 14400 18000 

Number of objects 220 12 20 

Number of requests 200001 62792 90802 

AS All AS 2 AS 8 
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 Figure 49 depicts requests evolution over time. One can clearly identify  two flash crowd 
events: the first one has 62792 requests coming from AS 2; it starts at time 3600 seconds and 
finishes in 14400s, and concentrates requests in 12 objects; the second has 90802 requests coming 
from AS 8, it starts at 7200 seconds and finishes at 18000 seconds and it is concentrated in 20 
objects. 

 

 
Figure 49. Requests progress 

  

 The network topology is composed of 500 nodes and was generated using the commonly 
adopted BRITE24 topology generator. The resulting topology was divided into 10 ASes (each AS is 
represented by a label with its identification in Figure 50); clients have 10MB/s downlinks and 
1MB/s uplinks, while routers and other CDN entities have 1GB/s links.  

                                                 
24 http://www.cs.bu.edu/brite/ 
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Figure 50. CDN topology with 10 ASes 

 

 Both Traditional and Dynamic CDN scenarios have a fixed number of surrogates. Since the 
topology has 10 ASes, a straightforward approach is to have 10 surrogates, one per AS. This 
represents our first configuration. However, the Autonomic Caching has a variable number of 
surrogates over time, and naturally a higher number always provides better results. Since it is 
impossible to previously know the number of surrogates, after the first experiment, we realized 
that the parameters used on most of the scenarios led to more than 10 surrogates on average. Thus, 
we adjusted both Traditional and Dynamic CDN parameters to reflect two of the most significant 
Autonomic Caching scenarios, which had an average of about 20 surrogates. 

 In addition to these parameters, each overlay has its own set. For the Autonomic Caching, 
since the number of surrogates is highly dependent on the threshold (value representing the 
number of flows), we ran scenarios with different values: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50. The 
Traditional CDN uses the Greedy Strategy for surrogate placement. The Dynamic CDN also uses 
Greedy for replica placement but it works a little bit differently than the Traditional one. There are 
several network status evaluations being made, one every M seconds, where data is collected to 
check for any significant network status changes. If a significant change is detected, a new replica 
placement is triggered considering requests from the last T seconds. A change is considered 
significant based on a predefined threshold. More details about this process can be found in 
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(MOREIRA et al., 2011). For our experiments, the parameters were 300s for monitor (M) and 
virtualization time (T) and 0.25 for the threshold value. 

5.4.2 Performance metrics 

We chose four metrics to compare solutions because we considered that these metrics are crucial to 
evaluate the CDN performance and therefore CDN providers can make use of them to take 
management decisions. 

• Number of surrogates: it represents the total number of surrogates allocated in the CDN 
infrastructure. Since Autonomic Caching has a variable number of surrogates, it is important 
to compare the maximum and average number of surrogates in each simulation scenario with 
the fixed defined number of surrogates on the Traditional and Dynamic CDN scenarios; 

• Inner and cross traffic: we use these two metrics to evaluate the intra-AS traffic and the 
traffic between ASes. The idea is the same used for the total network traffic; the difference is 
the separation between traffic inside the same AS and traffic between two different ASes. It is 
an important metric, since cross traffic can increase the cost to a CDN provider; 

• Total network traffic: it is the total traffic of the network, considering both inner and cross 
AS traffic. Each packet passing over every link is counted for this metric; and 

• Startup delay: it is a QoE parameter that represents the amount of time when a client starts 
a video request to the RR and receives the first content packet from the surrogate. This 
quality metric reflects the effectiveness of the delivery mechanism.   

5.4.3 Results 

Regarding only our proposed solution, the Autonomic Caching (hereafter AC), we start by looking at 
the number of surrogates created. As expected, the threshold parameter has a great influence on 
the number of surrogates. Figure 51 depicts the relationship between the maximum and mean 
number of surrogates and the threshold. The maximum and mean values are respectively 72 and 
27.1, for threshold 20; and 66 and 21.3 for threshold 25.  
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Figure 51. Active surrogates  

 Figure 52 shows the progress of the number of active surrogates over time. It can be seen 
that, when the threshold is between 20 and 25, the average number of surrogates is about 20. 
Although both scenarios achieved a mean result above 20 surrogates, on average, especially when 
not during the flash crowds, the number of surrogates can be less. This is the reason why we find it 
reasonable to compare the Autonomic Caching with other solutions from the Literature using 20 
fixed surrogates.  

 Next, comparing AC with existing solutions, our results show that when the threshold 
approaches 25 the cross traffic increases dramatically (see Figure 53). For threshold 30, the results 
are even worse than the Traditional CDN. The reason for this behavior is that, although the mean 
number of surrogates is about 20, when we are not in a flash crowd it is less (because the number 
of flows was not sufficient to reach the threshold and consequently change the node role to a 
surrogate) resulting in a small number of these to handle requests located on other ASes. The 
consequence is that those requests will be redirected to the surrogates located on the AS of the 
flash crowd, which has nodes playing the surrogate role, and thus increasing the cross traffic. By 
increasing the threshold, the tendency is maintained. Since cross traffic and total traffic are very 
high for bigger thresholds, we can assume that the ideal threshold for our solution, at least for these 
scenarios, is around 20.  
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Figure 52. Active surrogates progress 

 
Figure 53. Cross traffic accumulated 

 An interesting result can be seen by comparing Figure 53 (that represents the cross traffic 
accumulated) and Figure 54 (that represents that total traffic accumulated, considering both inner 
and cross traffic). They show that the Autonomic Caching with threshold 30 gives very bad results 
for cross traffic accumulated - worse than the Traditional and Dynamic CDN, but at the same time 
has a better result regarding the total traffic accumulated. This is possible to take place, because the 
amount of data exchanged during a flash crowd is very significant, that reducing it has a big impact 
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on the total traffic. This reduction is presented clearly in inner traffic since we can observe an 
increase in cross traffic. 

 

Figure 54. Total traffic accumulated 

 We can also note that the threshold has little influence on the number of surrogates during 
the flash crowd event. As the number of flows during the flash crowd is very high, the threshold is 
always reached. Therefore, changing the threshold value only impacts the number of surrogates 
during the normal operation. In Figure 51, we can see that the maximum number of surrogates 
starts to stabilize between threshold 40 and 50. 

 Figure 55 depicts a comparison in total traffic (considering both inner and cross traffic), and 
mean and maximum number of active caches in all scenarios. As expected, the bigger threshold 
means higher total traffic. 
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Figure 55. Total traffic, mean and maximum number of caches 

The startup delay metric is shown in Figure 56. Despite of the fact that, in some cases, we 
have a startup delay higher than those for Traditional and Dynamic CDNs, we always obtain better 
results during flash crowd events. It occurs due to the creation of surrogates close to the clients. 

 
Figure 56. Startup delay 

5.5 Improvement  

Figure 51 showed the mean and the maximum number of active caches when one uses Autonomic 
Caching with different values of thresholds. As we could see, with a threshold value of 5 the 
Autonomic Caching reached the maximum number of 140 surrogates and a mean of 80. These 
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numbers are extremely high considering the CDN costs per surrogate. This result becomes worse 
when we realize that the scenario topology is composed of only 10 ASes.  

 In order to overcome this problem, we propose an improvement in Autonomic Caching 
(named AC+). The main modification relates to the messages exchanged between nodes and the 
limitation of surrogates. In order to maintain a control regarding the number of surrogates, now 
nodes only exchange information with nodes on the same AS, i.e., the decision to become a 
surrogate will be done considering only the local AS information. Beyond this, we also change the 
surrogate communication behavior: now, when a node is performing the surrogate role, it still 
participates in the message exchange while trying to keep its role active. With this, we can limit the 
number of surrogates because if there is a node that is the most appropriate one (for instance, 
considering the number of flows that cross it) inside an AS, it will always implicitly win the dispute 
and, in this way, we will achieve a decrease in the number of active surrogates per AS. 

5.5.1 Performance analysis 

In this Sub-section, we will analysis the impact of our proposed improvement or algorithm tuning 
according to the same metrics used previously: active surrogates, cross and total traffic, and startup 
delay. Figure 57 depicts the relationship between the maximum and mean number of surrogates 
and the threshold between AC and AC+. The maximum and mean values of AC+ are respectively 38 
and 19.84, for threshold 20; and 31 and 13.73 for threshold 30.  

 
Figure 57. Active surrogates of AC and AC+ 

 Figure 58 shows the progress of the number of active surrogates over time. In order to 
improve the visualization, we plot it with three thresholds: 5, 20, and 30. When the threshold is 20 
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and 25, the average number of surrogates is about 17.70 and 14.22, respectively. As we can note, 
AC+ has less active surrogates than AC, as we expected. For the highest value of threshold (30), we 
observe that the difference between AC and AC+ is less than for the lowest value (5).  

 
Figure 58. Active surrogates progress of AC and AC+ 

 

 Now, comparing AC and AC+, we can observe an additional optimization related to the cross 
traffic accumulated when we use threshold above than 25, but a worse result when we use 
thresholds below than 20 (see  
Figure 59). Considering the solutions from the Literature (Traditional and Dynamic CDN), we can 
see that we reached good performance levels.  

 This behavior is justified because AC+ has as its main goal to decrease the total number of 
active surrogates and exchange information between nodes inside the same AS. In this way, when 
we have a flash crowd occurring in a specific AS and a low value of threshold, many surrogates will 
be created in the same AS and new requests will be redirected to the surrogates located in that AS, 
increasing the cross traffic. In  
Figure 59, we can see that, for these cases (with thresholds 5 and 20), AC+ has a worse 
performance than the simple AC. On the other hand, when we increase the threshold value, AC+ 
distributes surrogates among different ASes in a better way (since AC+ limits the number of 
surrogates per AS) and then the cross traffic decreases, as we expected, and AC+ outperforms in 
this case AC (see the cases with thresholds 25 and 30).   
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Figure 59. Cross traffic accumulated of AC and AC+  

 Regarding the total traffic accumulated (Figure 60), we can observe that AC+ has a worse 
result when compared to AC, but still has a better one when compared with Traditional and 
Dynamic CDN. With the highest value of threshold (30), we have practically the same curve.  

 
Figure 60. Total traffic accumulated of AC and AC+ 

 Figure 61 depicts a comparison about the total traffic (considering both inner and cross 
traffic), and mean number of active caches in all scenarios. As expected, the bigger threshold means 
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higher total traffic. We can also see that the mean of surrogates stabilizes between threshold 40 and 
50. 

 
Figure 61. Total traffic of AC and AC+ 

The startup delay metric is shown in Figure 62. We can observe that we obtain a better 
startup delay when the threshold is less than 20; we can also note AC+ is better than Traditional 
and Dynamic CDNs during flash crowd events; improving the QoE experienced by clients in the 
CDN.  

 
Figure 62. Startup delay of AC and AC+ 
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5.6 Discussion 
From our results, we could show that Autonomic Caching presented adequate performance related 
to cross traffic when compared with other solutions. As said, cross traffic is an important metric 
since it can increase the cost of a CDN provider. This achievement is reached since nodes in the CDN 
infrastructure are able to monitor their load and start the communication process as soon as they 
realize that a network change (such as an overloading) is occurring. Nodes adapt their local roles in 
order to improve the overall CDN performance. Considering this aspect, the threshold parameter 
has an important impact and we learned that over 25, the cross traffic increased dramatically. In 
other words, we do not need to increase the threshold value in order to get better results for cross 
traffic; depending on the scenario configuration and the request progress, we should try to select 
the ideal threshold value. In our case, this value was around 20. 

 The number of nodes performing the surrogate role in the CDN has a monetary cost for CDN 
providers. Considering that we have an autonomic strategy, it is difficult to manage or to limit the 
maximum number of surrogates created per AS. As we could see from our results, with threshold 5 
the Autonomic Caching reached the maximum number of 140 surrogates and the mean of 80. These 
numbers are extremely high considering the CDN costs per surrogate. The threshold value 
represents how long a node will wait to start the process to becoming a surrogate, and therefore, as 
short as this time is, the faster a node becomes a surrogate and can help the CDN to decrease the 
total traffic, the better. However, as we have said, the surrogates have a monetary cost to CDN and 
we cannot add surrogates arbitrarily. Taking this problem into consideration, we proposed an 
improvement for AC, named AC+, in which messages are limited per AS and nodes performing the 
surrogate role keep sending messages. With these little changes, we achieved a better performance 
regarding about number of active surrogates, but we learned that there is a trade-off between 
number of surrogates and cross traffic accumulated.  

 In this way, the results showed that autonomic management can bring advantages regarding 
the CDN performance, such as the decreasing of cross and total traffic even during flash crowd 
events, but at the same time, it is crucial to take care about costs, such as surrogate creation. For 
instance, to control the number of nodes performing the surrogate role at the same time, we could 
modify the proposed Autonomic Caching behavior by changing its communication protocol in order 
to obtain a list with the top 5 nodes able to become surrogates. According to the RBSA specification, 
other improvements can also be made according to our scenario requirements. Beyond this, the 
communication cycle is also another important parameter of RBSA that we can analyze because it 
influences directly the time needed for a node to take a decision. 
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5.7 Concluding Remarks 
Our proposal main goal is to manage caching creation autonomously. Results from simulations 
showed that we reached good performance levels considering cross traffic and total network traffic 
when using the Autonomic Caching.  Autonomously managing the CDN could result in 21% better 
cross traffic or 26% better total traffic. At the same time, it is important to notice that the number of 
surrogates in the autonomous CDN, although they may be similar on average, is greater at specific 
points in our experiments.  

As it was discussed previously, it is important to take care about this question because 
surrogates represent a monetary cost for CDN providers.  Due it, we proposed an improvement of 
Autonomic Caching, named AC+, and evaluated it in the same previous scenario. Results showed 
that there is a clear trade-off between number of surrogates and cross/total traffic, and we need to 
configure the parameters of AC+ according to what CDN providers consider being the most 
important. 
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6 Contributions and Future Works 
 
 

In this Thesis, we presented a framework for resource management in distributed environments, 
named RBSA, considering the usage of dynamic roles. This last Chapter presents the main 
contributions of this Doctoral Thesis (described in Section 6.1) and delineates some future works 
(in Section 6.2). 

6.1 Contributions of this Work 
As stated in the Chapter 1, the main goal of this Thesis was to propose a generic role-base self-
appointment framework in order to manage resources in an autonomic way, named RBSA. The 
RBSA idea is to created new management solutions based on roles in different scenarios.  

 To aim this goal, in the Chapter 2, we presented and described basic concepts about RMS, 
highlighting the main characteristics, weaknesses and strengths of centralized, hierarchy, and 
distributed solutions. The focus was in autonomic RMS and the research challenges. 

 In the Chapter 3, we presented our RBSA framework, describing all details, including 
Conceptual and Functional Models, based on UML Activity and Components Diagrams, respectively. 
We also developed and described the MCP that is a simple generic communication protocol used to 
exchange messages in RBSA, and gave some examples of applications scenarios. 

 The RBSA validation, instantiation and performance analysis for live streaming scenario – our 
first study case called RBSA4LS - was presented in Chapter 4; while our second study case for 
caching in CDNs, named Autonomic Caching, was presented in Chapter 5. These two study cases 
showed RBSA can be instantiated in different scenarios with little modifications, but at same time, 
we need to treat some trade-off related to autonomic behavior and performance metrics. 

Some results presented in this Doctoral Thesis were developed in cooperation with the Self-
organized Clouds (SONClouds), a research project carried by the GPRT (Grupo de Pesquisa em 
Redes e Telecomunicações) and funded by Ericsson Telecomunicações S.A., Brazil. Table XXV shows 
papers produced in the main area and scope of this Doctoral Thesis, including the papers already 
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accepted, and the submitted papers that are under revision; and  Table XXVI shows others 
publications accepted during the Doctoral Thesis production. 

Table XXV. Scientific papers produced 

# Reference Chapter Type Status 

1 P. Endo, A. Palhares, N. Pereira, G. Gonçalves, D. Sadok, 
J. Kelner, B. Melander and J. Mangs. Resource 
Allocation for Distributed Cloud – Concepts and 
Research Challenges. In IEEE Network Magazine, 
2011. 

2 Journal  Published 

2 P. Endo, D. Sadok and J. Kelner. Autonomic Cloud 
Computing: giving intelligence to simpleton nodes. 
In IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing 
Technology and Science (CloudCom), 2011. 

2 Conference Published  

3 P. Endo, M. Santos, G. Gonçalves, D. Sadok and J. Kelner. 
Gerenciamento de Nuvens Autônomas: desafios 
para a concepção de uma arquitetura distribuída. In 
Workshop on Autonomic Distributed Systems 
(WoSIDA) in Simpósio Brasileiro de Redes de 
Computadores e Sistemas Distribuídos (SBRC), 2012. 

2 Conference Published 

4 P. Endo, M. Santos, G. Gonçalves, M. Rodrigues, D. 
Sadok, J. Kelner, A. Sefidcon, and F. Wuhib. Self-
organizing strategies for resource management in 
Cloud Computing: state-of-the-art and challenges. In 
IEEE LatinCloud, 2013. 

2 Conference Published  

5 P. Endo, D. Sadok, J. Kelner, A. Sefidcon, and F. Wuhib. 
Role-Based Self-Appointment for Autonomic 
Management of Resources. In International 
Workshop on Network Management and Monitoring 
(NetMM), held in conjunction with IEEE International 
Conference on Advanced Information Networking and 
Applications (AINA), 2014. 

3 Conference Published 
 

6 M. Santos, P. Endo, M. Rodrigues, G. Gonçalves, D. 
Sadok, and S. Fernandes. Revisitando uma 
Infraestrutura Autonômica: Uma Perspectiva 
Baseada em uma Rede Definida por Software. In 
Workshop de Sistemas Distribuídos Autonômicos 
(WoSIDA) in Simpósio Brasileiro de Redes de 
Computadores e Sistemas Distribuídos (SBRC), 2014. 

4 Conference Published 
 

7 P. Endo, Autonomic Management of Reflectors in 
Live Streaming Application. In Workshop on Adaptive 
Resource Management and Scheduling for Cloud 
Computing (ARMS-CC), held in conjunction with ACM 
Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing 

4 Conference Published 
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(PODC), 2014. 

8 Prototyping an autonomic infrastructure to manage live 
streaming applications by using Software Defined 
Network: Lessons learned and challenges 

4 Conference Submitted 

9 Autonomic Caching for Content Delivery Networks 5 Conference Submitted 
 

Table XXVI. Others publications 

# Reference 

1 T. Cordeiro, D. Damalio, N. Pereira, P. Endo, A. Palhares, G. Gonçalves, B. 
Melander, and J. Mangs. Open source cloud computing platforms. In 
IEEE International Conference on Grid and Cooperative Computing (GCC), 
2010. 

2 P. Endo, G. Gonçalves, D. Sadok, and J. Kelner. A Survey on Open-source 
Cloud Computing Solutions. In Workshop em Clouds, Grids e Aplicações 
(WCGA/SBRC), 2010. 

3 G. Gonçalves, P. Endo, T. Damasceno, A. Palhares, D. Sadok, J. Kelner, B. 
Melander, and J. Mangs. Resource Allocation in Clouds: Concepts, Tools 
and Research Challenges. In Minicursos Livro Texto - Simpósio 
Brasileiro de Redes de Computadores e Sistemas Distribuídos (SBRC), 
2011. 

4 G. Gonçalves, P. Endo, M. Santos, D. Sadok, J. Kelner, B. Melander, and J. 
Mangs. CloudML: An Integrated Language for Resource, Service and 
Request Description for D-Clouds. In IEEE International Conference on 
Cloud Computing Technology and Science (CloudCom), 2011. 

5 G. Gonçalves, M. Santos, G. Charamba, P. Endo, D. Sadok, J. Kelner, B. 
Melander, and J. Mangs. D-CRAS: Distributed Cloud Resource 
Allocation System. In IEEE/IFIP Network Operations and Management 
Symposium (NOMS), 2012. 

6 G. Gonçalves, P. Endo, A. Palhares, M. Santos, J. Kelner, and D. Sadok. On 
the load balancing of virtual networks in Distributed Clouds. In ACM 
Symposium On Applied Computing (SAC), 2013. 

7 G. Gonçalves, A. Palhares, M. Santos, P. Endo, J. Kelner, and D. Sadok. 
Balancing the load across virtual links from virtual machine requests 
in Distributed Clouds. In IFIP/IEEE International Symposium on 
Integrated Network Management (IM), 2013. 

8 A. Palhares, M. Santos, P. Endo, J. Vitalino, M. Rodrigues, G. Gonçalves, D. 
Sadok, A. Sefidcon, and F. Wuhib. Joint Allocation of Nodes and Links 
with Load Balancing in Network Virtualization. In IEEE International 
Conference on Advanced Information Networking and Applications 
(AINA), 2014. 
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6.2 Future Works  
For a long time, the Internet services were implemented as a set of middleboxes with specific 
functions embedded in hardware. Furthermore, each component was provided by a vendor which 
did not offer an open interface either interoperability between devices of different vendors. This 
process needs to be changed because network operators look for cost reduction in order to achieve 
more profit. Operators want more flexible platforms to deploy new services and gain more clients 
and consequently more money. NFV (Network Function Virtualization) is the initiative that 
embodies these goals. NFV aims to organize network functions into building blocks that may be 
connected to create services without the cost of acquiring a new physical device. We can, for 
instance, build an autonomic network by using an infrastructure that supports SDN and NFV. These 
changes introduce a great power to manage all the life-cycle of network functions in an autonomic 
way. The network will have the ability to create, for instance, load balancing services automatically, 
reducing the need for human intervention, facilitating network management, reducing costs and 
making better use of available resources.  

These services can be adapted to RBSA framework if we consider them as a role. In this way, 
as a future work, we plan to study how SDN and NFV can enable the deployment and the 
implementation of new RBSA roles under a virtualized infrastructure, such as Cloud infrastructures, 
in order to improve and simplify resources management.  

 Another next step we delineate for our work is the Cognitive Management. In Future 
Network and Internet of Things (IoT) research areas, we have seen efforts focused on Cognitive 
Management in order to improve the resource usage based on two concepts: cognition and 
situation awareness. We can use them to manage heterogeneous devices dynamically and to control 
and configure protocols according to the context. 

We also delineate the following specific points that can complement the work presented in 
this Doctoral Thesis: 

• Create intelligent algorithms (for instance, based on Artificial Intelligence solutions such 
as PSO) to deal with autonomic and dynamic configuration of several variables used by 
the RBSA, such as threshold and cycle; 

• Evaluate the BRSA4LS in a scenario with dynamic flows, using for instance day and night 
traffics, in order to identify how effective or expensive the RBSA4LS is when flow traffic 
is variant in time. With this scenario, we expected we can minimize the resource usage 
specially during the night; 
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• Improve the prototype scenario with more clients and more video servers in order to 
evaluate the scalability of the solution in a real infrastructure; 

• Improve our Autonomic Caching solution, focusing on how to decrease the number of 
surrogates created per AS and at the same time maintain good performance of total and 
cross traffic; and 

• Instantiate RBSA in others application scenarios, such as in virtualized environment 
management. 
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Appendix I 
This Appendix shows the mean of consumed bandwidth per tick with three different values of cycle 
length (7, 10, and 15) and arrival rates 10 and 20.  

 
Figure 63. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 7 and arrival rate = 10  

 

 
Figure 64. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 10 and arrival rate = 10  
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Figure 65. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 15 and arrival rate = 10  

 
Figure 66. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 7 and arrival rate = 20  
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Figure 67. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 10 and arrival rate = 20  

 
Figure 68. Consumed bandwidth for cycle = 15 and arrival rate = 20  
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Appendix II 
This Appendix shows the mean of messages per tick with three different values of cycle length (7, 
10, and 15) and arrival rates 10 and 20.  

Figure 69. Amount of messages for cycle = 7 and arrival rate = 10 

 
Figure 70. Amount of messages for cycle = 10 and arrival rate = 10 
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Figure 71. Amount of messages for cycle = 15 and arrival rate = 10 

 

 
Figure 72. Amount of messages for cycle = 7 and arrival rate = 20 
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Figure 73. Amount of messages for cycle = 10 and arrival rate = 20 

 

 
Figure 74. Amount of messages for cycle = 15 and arrival rate = 20 
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Appendix III 
This Appendix shows the mean of consumed bandwidth per tick of FA-AMP with three different 
values of cycle length (7, 10, and 15) and arrival rates 10 and 20.  

 
Figure 75. Amount of messages for cycle = 7 and arrival rate = 10 

 
Figure 76. Amount of messages for cycle = 10 and arrival rate = 10 
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Figure 77. Amount of messages for cycle = 15 and arrival rate = 10 
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